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Fishes in the Water Pipes. 

It must be very astonishing to the little 
fishes of L ake Cochituate to find themselves 
suddenly hurried by an impetuous current 
into a dark pipe, and driven by the force of 
the water through its various ramifications, 
until at length they are brought up, closely 
wedged in a narrow tube, or\tre shot out of 
a faucet with the force of a Minie bullet 
from a rifle. This is very often the case.
The Traveler says, that the remains of a 
good siz.ed shiner paid a visit through the 
pipes to a house in Fourth street, South Bos
ton, on Tuesday afternoon, and another sh1ner 
in a perfect state of preservation, and almost 
big enough to eat, being four inches long, 
passed through a pipe into a watering trough 
in a stable.-[Boston Journal. 

[These afford strong evidence of more than 
vegetable m atters being contained in the 
Cochituate water . 

.. ... .., 
The Mississippi Spanned. 

The Mineapolis suspension bridge across 
the Mississippi river, above the falls of St. 

=!;sh;;ilr���;e:�:::,�le!;�::: 
for the first time by a structure of iron a nd 
wood. The last floor beam of the bridge 
was laid upon the 5th ult., and the occasion 
was one of pride and rejoicing to the inhab
,itants on the different banks of the stream. 
The dimensions of the bridge are as follows: 
The length of span is 620 feet; vertical de
flaction of cables, 47 feet, which are four in 
number, and each composed of 500 strands 
of No. 10 charcoal-iron wire. The width of 
the platform, inside of parapets, is 17 feet; 
distance between suspending rods, 3 feet 9 
inches. 

""�f. 
Unhealthy' Plastering, 

A communication in the New York Jour
nal of Oommerce asserts that the hair used 
in plaster' for new houses is, very frequently, 
so dirty as to emit unpleasant effluvia, which 
is quite sickening, and calculated to keep 
a room unhealthy for years afterwards. The 
writer says :-

" Hair used for mixing in mortar should be 
thoroughly washed-re-washed, and dried, 
and thus jfeprived of the putrid matter that 
oftefiiidheres to it. The lime in mortar is 
not sufficient to cleanse the hair. It will 
generate an unpleasant sickly effluvia when
ever the room is heated, until, after a long 
time, the mortar is converted into nitrate of 

. lime, or so much of it as is mixed with the 
animal matter, incorporated in the mortar." 

.. . ' .. 
Portrait Gallery of Inventor •• 

Prince Albert has suggested to the Society 
of Arts, of which he is President, the desira
bility of forming a gallery of a series of au
thentic portraits of distinguished inventors, 
either in art or science. The intention is, to 
transmit the likenesses of ingenious individ
uals down to posterity, thereby furnishing a 
source of encouragement to them while liv
ing. A sensible fellow that Prince Albert. 

McDONALD'S PATENT MODE OF SUPfLYING WATER TO LOCOMOTIVES. 

The accompanying' engravings are views 
of a new method of supplying locomotives 
with water, while they are running at full 
speeil, without the employment of·iitl,ltnps. 
A patent was granted for the invention to 
Angus W. McDonald, of New Creek Depot, 
Va., on the 28th of last November., 

Figure 1 is a perspective view, and figure 
2 is a top view of a horizontal section. The 
same letters refer to like parts. 

A is the " tender " of the engine with its 
water tank, E; B B are two pipes with open 
mouths secured in swivel water-tight joints 
in the tank, E. There are two of these pipes 
on each side, to take in the water from 
troughs OR either side of the track, and when 
moving in both directions; e e are cords or 

It; 

gine. Troughs of this kind are placed at 
prop.er distances along the line of railroad, 
and are kept constantly filled with water. 
When the tank is full, the ends of the pipes, 
B, are turned up by the cord or chains, b b, 

or light hung valves opening like f j, 
may be placed in these pipes. By having a 
great number of these troughs on a line of 
railway, water may be freely used, both for 
sprinkling the track in dry weather to keep 
down the dust, and cooling the axle boxes, as 
shown by the perforated or rose pipe, S, 

for this purpose, and the pipe, P, leading 
from the tank to the axle boxes, u u. The 
water tank is made of boiler iron, like those 
in common use, and is of a cylindrical form. 
A scre;w tap may be secured on its bottom, 
or on its side, so that water, if required, can 
be pumped from a cistern by the engine, by 
simply coupling a suction hose on the tap of 

chains attached to the outer ends of the 
pipes, B, to elevate their nozzles when de
sired, by the stoker ; b is a small anti-fric
tion roller plMa.a on the lower· side of the 
end of each pipe, B ; D represents a long 
water trough placed on the aide of the track, 
with a division board having openings be
low, so that there is free communication be
tween them; C is an inclined plane on the 
end of the trough up which the pipe, B, on 
its roller, b, runs without producing any jar, 
and then dips into the trough. The velocity 
and force of the pipe, B, passing through the 
trough when the train is running, is to drive 
the water up through said pipe, and force it 
into tank E, thus replenishing it without 
using a pump, and without stop'ping the en-

the tank, and letting it down into the cis
tern. The tank may also have a top valve 
upon it, and it may be connected with the boil
er by a steam pipe, so that by letting down 
a suction pipe into a cistern (when there are 
valves on the pipes, B) and blowing steam 
through the tank, then closing the top valve 
and shutting off the steam, a vacuum will be 
formed inside, and the water will flow up by 
atmospheric pressure into the tank. The 
great object of the invention, however, is to 
supply the tank copiously with water, while 
the train is in motioil, so as to lose no time 
in obtaining water, and allow a great quan
tity of water to be used for the purposes 
named, as well as supplying the boiler. The 
length of the trough for supplying water 
must correspona to the size or openings of 
the. pipes, B, and the supply required. A 
glass water gauge will enable the engineer 

Fill. I. 

to know what amount of water there is in his 
tank. 

It has �n �jaeted to _�hlll method M 
/!u'pplying locomotive!! with water, that the 
pipe, B, wiil drive the water out of the 
trough, but as there is free entrance for the 
water through the pipe into the tank, and as 
there is but little resistance offered to the 
water in passing backwards, it is believed 
that this will not form an insuperable diffi
culty to its operation. The invention is of a 
very novel character, and if it operates well 
in practice-the only way of testing its qual
ities-it will prove of immense advantage to 
all our railroads, as numerous supply tanks 
can be erected on every line of railway in4 
our country, and all these supplied with rain 
water, which deposita no crust in boilers, 
and is therefore the best which can be used. 
This invention can be applied to the tanks 
of common tenders, so that they may be used 
until they are worn out, by simply adding 
the tubes, B, and the other connections. 

The claims of this invention are five in 
number, and embrace both the supply trough 
and the tank, so as to cover the methods de
scribed in the patent for supplying locomo
tive tenders with water. These claims will 
be found on page 102, this volume, SCIENTIF

IC AMERICAN, and more information may be 
obtained by letter addressed to Mr. McDon
ald , at his place of residence. 

.. � .. 
Soda as an Absorbent 

The St. Louis Medical and Surgical Jour
nal relates several cases in which soda bas 
been successfully employed as a remedy for 
snake bites and the sting of poisonous in 
sects. The injured part was bathed in warm 
water, then the soda--moistened a little with 
water before being used-was applied to the 
wound. 

III ..... 
A special Committee of the Senate, of 

which Mr. Mallory is Chairman, has again 
recommended an appropriation for testing 
the qualities of Richardson's Atmospheric 
Telegraph, which was illustrated on page 
2 65, Vol. 8, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 
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The Art of Dvein4l-No. 3. 

RED COLOR ON COTTON-This color is term
ed the" calorific ray," and imparts a cheer
ful aspect to rooms looking to the north. It 
is a striking and gaudy color, by some called 
vulgar, but it is wrong to apply such a term 
to any color. 

A common red color is dyed on cotton, 
with two different kinds of vegetable dye
woods, namely, peachwood and barwood. 
'rhe latter makes a more permanent color 
than the former. The cotton being boiled 
and prepared for operation, is first steeped 
for about eight or ten hours in a strong de
coction of sumac--about three pounds to the 
ten pounds of cotton, either in yarn or the 
piece. The goods must never be crowded too 
close in the vessels in which they are steeped, 
and no part of them should be suffered to 
rise above the liquor. This preparation is 
the same for both kinds of dyewoods. After 
the goods are lifted out of the sumac (if 
yarn, they are wrung, if pieces, they are suf
fered to drip well,) and then entered into the 
" spirit tub." This is a stal1ding tub of the 
nitro muriate of tin, described on page 130 ; 
in which they receive five turns or handlings, 
and are then sunk under the liquor for about 
one hour and a half. They are then lifted, 
suffered to drip for a few minutes, wrung (if 
yarn,) and afterwards washed in clean water. 
If for bar-wood, great care must be exer
cised that no free acid is left in them ; this 
can easily be detected by tasting them-the 
usual way. It requires about one pound of 
bar-wood to color one pound of cotton, and 
this i� always done in a boiler bath. The 
yarn is wrung up, when washed out of the 

I spirits, or if pieces, they are well dripped 
and run upon a winch. The bath should be 
a long rectangular copper kettle for yarn, if 
heated with a fire underneath, or it should 
be a water-tight long wooden box if heated 
with steam. The bar-wood is first introduced, 
and allowed to boil for about fifteen minutes, 
then it is put off the boil with a pailfull of 
cold water, and the goods are entered and 
handled well over pins, or the winch, for 
about a quarter of an hour, when the liquor 
is brought to the boil and kept boiling for 
lIIalf an hour, when the goods will have at
tained to a good full color. Some enter the 
goods into the bar-wood liquor when cold, 
and bring it gradually up to tile boil in 
naIf an hour, and keep it at tms heat for 
half an hour longer. If the goods are to be 
dyed with peach wood, about six pounds are 
used for every ten of the goods. This wood 
is simply boiled for about fifteen minutes (if 
finely ground,) then put off the boil, and the 
clear liquor lifted out into a tub or tubs and 
equally divided for the quantity of goods to 
be dyed. The goods are then entered and 
handled quickly for fifteen minutes, then lift
ed, and about a small tea cupfull of spirits 
from the standing tub is added to the liquor, 
and well stirred. The goods are then re-en
tered, handled for ten minutes, and being 
raised, as it is termed, are then lifted, washed, 
and wrung for drying. Bar-wood reds re
quire much washing if the goods are boiled 
in the liquor ; peach-wood reds require but 
little washing. Some add two pounds of 
cam-wood to every eight of bar-wood, but 
use so much less of the latter dye wood.
Unless the bar-wood is good, and it is easy to 
deceive the eye with its appearance, a good 
full color cannot be produced. 

Madder is employed for dyeing two kinds 
of reds on cotton, one a dull brownish red 
called " Indian," and another the most bril
liant of all, " named Turkey red." The former 
is dyed by preparing cotton with a very 
light sumac, one pound to ten of cotton in 
yarn, in the same way as for bar-wood red; 
then giving it a strong mordant of the ace
tate of alum. This latter is prepared by dis
solving one pound of alum for every ten 
pounds of cotton, to be dyed in a clean ves
sel, then adding, in a dissolved state, one 
ounce of the acetate of lead, stirring all up, 
and allowing the sediment to fall to the bot
tom. The clear is then used as a mordant, 
at a temperature of 160". The goods are 
handled in this for about ten minutes, then 
sunk under the liquor for six hours, after 
which they are lifted, dripped, and washed 
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thoroughly. They are then fit to receive the 
madder dye. This is done in a copper kettle 
gradually brought up to a boil, and then 
boiled for half an hour. It takes about 1k 
pounds Of ground madder roots to dye one 
pound of cotton (a little sumac is added to 
the madder). This is an expensive color but 
very fast. Ne Turkey reds are dyed in our 
coun try ; the process is tedious and expen
sive, and it would perhaps be a waste of 
space to describe it. A description of the 
process is to be found in Dr. Ure's old Chem
ical Dictionary, furnished by M. Papillon, 
the French gentlm)1an who introduced the 
art into Britain, but the whole details of the 
process, as now practiced by the best Turkey
red dyers, is totally different, and the man
ipUlations are much reduced in number. 

Madder is the best vegetable coloring mat
ter yet discovered for dyeing red, and were 
it more generally cultivated in our country, 
so as to reduce its price, and were the advice 
of Mr. Partridge, as given in former numbers 
of the SCIENTIPIC AMERICAN, followed, our 
country might soon rival, if not surpass, all 
others in dyeing red colors on cotton. As it 
is, Scotland supplies us with Turkey red 
yarn and plain red pieces,,»-nd France (if we 
are not imposed upon,) with Turkey red cali
coes. Speaking correctly, Turkey-red is 
the only pure red dyed on cotton, all the 
other reds-bar-wood and peach-wood-are 
dull and brownish when compared with it. 

Alizarin is the red coloring matter of mad
der. Garancine is a product of madder, ob
tained by submitting it (the madder) for a 
short time to strong sulphuric acid, washing 
the latter well out, and then drying the mad
der so treated for market. Alum is the mor
dant used for this substance, which only 
yields its color at a boiling temperature. A 

little sumac is added in the bath, and the 
process is about the same as for Indian mad
der red. We believe its use is confined to 
calico print works entirely. It gives a more 
lively color than common madder, and it is 
not so liable to run upon the white parts of 
calicoes. Colorine is another product of mad
der, now extensively used in French calico 
printworks. 

Brazil wood and sap an wood are used for 
dyeing red in the same manner as peach
wood (Nicaragua). They are finer in quality, 
and superior, but not so much used because 
they are dearer. None of them stand ex
posure to the sun for any length of time, 
hence they ara set down as fugitive colors. 

In our next we will describe the modes of 
coloring silk and wool , red. 

... ,... . .. 
Fessel's Gvroscope. 

At a late meeting of the Iustitution of :Me
chanical Engineers, Mr. C. William Siemens, 
of London, exhibited a new instrument, the 
invention of Fessel, of Cologne, by which 
the stability of the axis of rotation in a re
volving body was illustrated in an ingenious 
and striking manner. The instrument, named 
a gyroscope, consisted of a small fly-wheel 
revolving in a frame, attached by gimbal 
joints at the end of a supporting rod, which 
was left free to move in any direction, by 
passing through a ball and socket·joint fixed 
upon a center pillar. When the fiy-wheel 
was made to rotate rapidly (by means of a 
string wound on its axis,) in a plane trans
verse to the supporting rod, but inclined at 
any angle to it, the fly-wheel maintained it
self in whatever inclination it might be 
placed, although its weight was unbalanced; 

but at the same time the whole apparatus re
volved slowly in a horizontal plane, by turn
ing the central ball and socket-joint. When 
a counterpoise weight was attached at the 
other end of the suspending rod, just suf
ficient to balance the weight of the fly-wheel 
and its frame, the horizontal revolution did 
not take place ; but when a greater weight 
was attached, so as to over-balance the rod, 
a similar revolution took place in the oppo
site direction to the former one, the fly-wheel 
maintaining its level in each case, until the 
velocity of the rotation on its axis became 
considerably diminished, when it gradually 
sank down to the lowest position if unbal
anced, or rose to the highest position if over
balanced. If the suspending rod and fly-

wheel frame were made forcibly to revolve 
horizontally faster than, or in the oppoliite

' 

direction to, the self-assumed' motion, by ap
plying a sudden lateral force, great resist
ance was opposed to this extraneous force, 
and the result was a sudden fall or rise in the 
fly-wheel and frame, according to the direc
tion of the force applied. 

The instrument was shown in action by 
Mr. Siemens; and he explained that ita origi
nal invention had arisen from an investiga
tion into the laws of the stability in the axis 
of the earth's rotation, upon which M. Fessel 
had been engaged, that had led to the trial 
of various experiments in rotating bodies ; 
and the present instrument, although not 
useful in itself, could not but be interesting 
and servicable as an aid in investigating the 
action in all parts of mechanism in rapid ro
tation.-[London Artisan. 

,. - ... 
Machine for Quarrying Slate. 

Slate have heretofore been all cut out in 
quarries by hand labor. The workmen wi,h 
picks cut grooves in the rock to the depth 
required, and then the slate comes off in thin 
layers the size of the space between the cut 
grooves, forming rectangular slabs. To su
persede this slow method of quarrying slate 
Henry J. Bremner, of Nazereth, Pa., has in
vented a machine for which he has applied 
for a patent. The cutters are operated so as 
to feed forward and cut out a groove in one 
direction, the desired length, and then it 
(the machine) is turned, and the cutters made 
to cut a transverse groove, and thus proceed 
until the rock is so grooved that the space 
between the side and two end grooves or cut 
channels, forms a slab of the size desired for 
the slate, when the slate is forced out, and 
splits easily into as many separate slabs as 
there have been horizontal layers from the 
surface to the depth the cutters have perfor_ 
ated. 

"
One of these machines has been in 

operation for some time, and has accomplish
ed more than its inventor anticipated. It is 
operated by hand, and with one man will cut 
out more slate in one day than twelve men 
with picks by hand labor. 

... � .. 
A New Repenting Gun. 

On another page will be found an adver
tisement relating to a new repeating gun. 
An old correspondent sends us the following 
description of it :-It has a cylinder divided 
into three chambers, which (the cylinder) is 
revolved either by hand or a lever. On the 
right side of the barrel is placed a long tube 
for holding the powder, and on the other 
side a tube for holding the balls. The rifle 
barrel and these two tubes cover the three 
chambers described. A touch of the finger 
lets in the charge of powder, the cylinder is 
to be turned 60°, when a touch upon a catch 
lets down one ball from the ball tube, and 
then the loaded cylinder is turned into line 
with the barrel. He uses Maynard 'a,Primer. 
One load for this gun consists of as many 
balls as would fill the barrel. 

.'81'. 
New Life Cnr. 

Farnham L. Tucker of the city of Brooklyn ,  
L. I . ,  has taken measures t o  secure a patent 
for an improved life car, which is formed of 
a series of hollow cylinders, constructed of 
sheet metal of a suitable thickness, each of 
which is divided into compartments by parti
tions. These cylinders are connected togeth
er by rods, when required to form a life raft, 
and they are also designed as substitutes for 
life boats. 

... - .. 
Another �Vorld'. Fair FnUnre. 

The failure of the New York World's Fair 
is not the only failure of the kind. From 
Bavaria announcements have just been re
ceived in regard to the results of the Great 
Exhibition at Munich, which was held du
ring the last summer. Although a most bril
liant display of the triumphs of German in
dustry and art, it has cost the government 
about one million seven hundred thousand 
guilders above all the receipts, which is, in 
part, to be acconnted for by the prevalence 
of the cholera last summer in Vienna and 
Munich, which probably deterred many from 
the visits to those cities which they had in 
contemplation. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
L. R., of N. Y.-The weight of clock gives It motion ; and 

the person who raised up the weight gave it motion. A 
spring also moves clock-work, and you may reason from this 
cause to the effect, that static power must never be connect� 
ed with dynamics. 

M. U. St. J., of N. Y.-We cannot supply the informa· 
tion you desire about those street sweeping machines. 

W. R. & A. W. Jr., of Ill.-The steam brake which you 
describe is not patentable j the sa.me thing essentially has 
been refused by the Office. It is-not paten�able. 

W. M. S., of N. Y.-We do not know of any person en� 
gaged in selling patent rights. Your suggestions in regard 
to preventing collisions on railways we do not think much 
of. They strike us as cumberoua and unpracticable. You 
had better however consult with some competent railroad 
engineer. 

J. C., of N. Y.-Your flying machine sketches have been 
examined, and we can t,ruly say that we think the arrange
ment novel and ingenious, and we presume a patent ma.y be 
obtained for it, but candor urges us to caution you against 
spending much time and money on it. If you seek for mere 
pleasure it is a good field, but if you study profit and utility 
you will be disappointed, if yonr hopes are centered in its 
sUCCess. 

J_ L. Jr., of lB.-We discover nothing patenta.ble in Mr. 
W's. straw cutter. 

C. J. B., of Pa.-Don't yon see that yourplall is in effect 
to make water run up hill? It will run down of its own 
gravity, but it will not go back as easily. It will take more 
power to work yonr pumps than the wa.ter they raise will 
give back to the wheel. 

Pacific-We think your plan of making bricks can be pat
ented. Making a molding as you propose is not patentable 

G. W_ R., of-Your method of cBusing the cutter bar to 
vibrate is not new or patentable. We have seen several 
plans of mowers in which the same princJ:ple is used. 

H. H.t of N. Y.-A double segmental rack operating al. 
ternately upon vertical racks, is an old device, and its 
change of UlH� could not be secured by patent. You are ad
vised not to apply. 

D. W., of Cal.-We have seen the same method of apply� 
ing water to wheels as is shown in your sketch_ It is very 
similar to the method employed in the Rich wheel. 

W. R., of Ala.-Your alledged improvement in lever en
gines is among the earliest inventions for the purpose. 

W. F., ofPa.-We do not consider thedeviceyou descclbc 
for raising water practicable_ We can scarcely see how it 
will operate at all. We are also doubtful about your being 
able to secure it by patent. 

J. H. H.t of Ala,-Yoll are perfectly right about the bal
ancing of the weight on the arms of the upright shaft; you 
will turn it easier than,to have all the weight on one arm; 
this i:i transparent. 

C. D. A" of N. Y.-Engine indicators are so made that 
one stroke, or any number of strokes, can be pencllled on 
the card. We cannot describe to you the method by word. 

W. S., of O.-A balloon could not be compressed by roll
ing it upon a roller, so as to make it descend j the feat is im
practicable. 

E. L., of Ct.-We think there are chances for securing 
patents on yonr inventions. Make models and comply with 
instructions in our circular. It will be unnecessary for you 
to come until you a;e ready to have us proceed for the pat
ent. 

J. W. S., of Ohio-It is quite common to construct car
riage seats to turn on a pivot, and allow occupants to pass 
to the back seats.. The cross rGach you will find illustra.ted 
on page 148, Vol. 6, SCIENTIFIC AXERICAN. You cannot se
cma it by patent. 

S. H. W., ot Mich.-Saws in the form ot an endless belt 
have been used. A pR.tent cannot no,,* be lIecu:red for them. 

C. E. G., of Geo.-The arrangemenW a common hollow 
or female auger so as to set it to any desired size for cutting 
tenons on spokes and fellies is not new. The same thing is 
already done. I" 

J. F., of N. Y.-You can procure the Glasgow P'i'acticul 
Mechanics Journal of Messrs. Stringer &; 'fownsend, No. 222 
Broadway. New York. We 'are much obliged for your fa
vorable opinion of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 

A. B. B., of New Orleans-Air slacked lime has lost its 
useful effect by absorbing carbonic acid from the atmosphere. 
You can render it as good as ever by burning it over again. 
Bogardus mills would be excellent for reducing bricks to 
powder. You can get them of various sizes, a small one 
will answer. Furnace ashes: would be an improvement, but 
we canDot give you the proportioni of the cement. We 
will try and get the other information for you, and publisl.l it. 

M. C. M" of Washington-Yours is l'eceived, accept our 
thanks_ 

N. R. R., of Lockport-Your beam appears to be new 
and useful. 

J. H. T., of Conn.-Soda water is just water charged 
with carbonic acid gas. It is made palatable with ex· 
tracts of sarsaparilla. strawberries. &0. \ 

J. B., of-Royal blue spirits is simply nitro muriate 
of tin. The salts of tin are better than Ithe spirits for 
cotton blue. 
W. Too of Tenn.-Your suggestions in regard to laying 

bricks are very good, but do not involve anything upon 
which a patent can beseem·ed. 

H. L., of Mass.-The idea you suggest in regard to 
quenching fil'ei in ships is not new. We have had a sim
ilar plan proposed to us before. 

W. H .. , of Pa.-You could not obtain a patent for an 
improvement in reaping and mowing machines by can -
.tructing the cutting apparatus on the principle of 
shears. 

T. R .• of R. I.-We cannot give the information de· 
sired about the Solar Compass. You had better address 
E. & G, W. Blunt, 179 Water street, who are manufac
turers of philosophical instruments_ 

Money received on acconnt of Patent Office bUlliness for 
he week ending Saturday, Jan. 61:-

J. p .. of N. C., $20; R.D. N.,of N. H.,iSO; S. G., of R. 
1..$25 : J. R.A.,of N.Y., $30; J. P.,of N. Y .. $10: T. M. 
C., of Me., $30; I. W .. ofWis., $55; H.B. w .• ofN.H.,$oo; 
M.P. C.,of N.J .. $20; L. J. W.,of N. J., $20: C.A .• of N. 
J" $55; I. W.McG" of N. Y., $25: H, S. A .• of N. Y., $30; 
J. J .. and H. P. Moo of Ind., $30 : C. Woo of Ct., $30: F. P. 
R., of Pa., $30; A. B .• of )/. Yoo $30: L • .I: D .. of Va., '250; 
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(JI'or the Scientl!lo American.) 

r.ateral Motion of the Earth. 

A motion of the earth, in the direction of 
its poles, so as to change its axis of diurnal 
rotation, would cause a corresponding change 
in the equator, and in latitudes ; and the 
waters of the ocean flowing towards the 
equator, as it changed, would change the 
bed of the ocean also. Now it is said that 
"observations of latitude, which are made 
with extreme nicety, indicate no changes of 
this kind." On the other hand, history in
forms us, that there has been a considerable 
change in the temperature of some climates ; 
and navigators inform us, that)-ossil remains 
of plants and animals, which grow only in 
tropical or temperate climates, are found 
near the arctic regions, and the marine fos
sils whicl1 are found all over the land, and 
our extensive prairies (which with the excfilp
tion of their graS8y covering, arll probably 
just as the ocean left them,) indicate that the 
whole Mississippi valley has once been the 
bed of the ocean. 

To account for these apparent changes on 
our globe, the theory of upheavals and de
pressions has been adopted as the most plaus
ible one heretofore offered. And though we 
can readily understand how islands and 
mountains, may be formed by upheavals, we 
cannot so readily conceive how whole conti
nents may emerge from the ocean by such 
means. For if they are upheaved in parts 
at a time, each part must break the crust of 
the part to which it is attached, and 80 leave 
indications of rents or chasms all over the 
country, similar to those seen by Kendall in 
his expedition to Mexico. And if the whole 
or large tracts of land were upheaved, at a 
time-then the ocean must have retreated, if 
not precipitately, at least at a rate which 
would have been perceptible in a few years ; 
appearances in this State do not lead to eith
er conclusion, nor do they warrant the con
clusion that the axis of the earth has eve.r 
been changed by a. comet j for in that case 
t�e waters must have retreated more precip
itatel, t��n thex. . would have dORe in the 
first-named casei. On the contrary the land 
here indicates that the waters .retired at a 
very slow and imperceptible rate, for then 
many freshets in the rivers must have over
taken the ocean at or near.each point of re
cession, and their waters mingling with those 
ortlie ocean, would spread out and deposit 
their alluvium over the land in the vicinity 
of the rivers, and when the ocean had de
parted, the alluvium or soil would be deeper 
there than anywhere else; and this deposit 
would be in proportion to the magnitude of 
the rivers and the extent of country which 
had been washed by their waters. Such is 
the fact: the soil is deeper and the land rich
er on the streams (where the land through 
which they run is not too much broken-for 
in that case it wonld wash off again) than at 
other places. And on the Missouri river, in 
this and the adjacent counties, three or four 
feet is no uncommon depth for the soil, even 
upon the high lands, where they are level 
enough to retain it, and it is in some places 
five or six feet deep, in as many miles from 
the riveI;'. This gradually thins off as it re
cedes from the riveI;', till it reaches an aver
age depth, which is perhaps fifteen or twenty 
miles. In this soil there is no gravel, for it 
is  a fine rich loam, just such as would float 
to a considerable distance in the water before 
it subsided. And as a large portion of it 
must have been washed off again by the 
tides and waves of the ocean, and by rains, 
before it could be protected by II covering of 
grass, it must have been much deeper when 
the ocean first left it. 

As the lines of the public surveys in this 
State were run at a variation from the mag
netic meridian, it must have been for the 
purpose of running them on the true meri
dian, but they now point about one degree 
to the east, in this county, for every eighteen 
or twenty years of time since the surveys 
were made. In 1843 I built a brick house, 
and by the compass ranged it with the pub
lic lines, but found that it ranged to the east 
of the mean pole j I again took another ob-
servation on the 5th inst., eleven years after

and from the best calculation I could 

j titntific �mtrican. 
make from memory, it had advanced a little 
more than a half degree still further to the 
east. A cause for such a motion of the earth 
I think exists in the moon ; three of the grand 
divisions of our ,lobe, Europe, Asia, and 
Africa, lying close together in the northern 
hemisphere; and the southern hemisphere 
being covered principally with water ; which 
latter obeys the attraction of the moon as it 
passes, but returns to its former level by the 
attraction of the earth, when it has passed, 
whilst the land must move in a body, that 
is, the whole northern hemisphere must move 
towards the moon and remain as the moon 
left it, unless it be attracted on the opposite 
side with the same force, when that side 
comes under the moon's influence. But here 
again, as in the southern hemisphere, the Pa
cific Ocean interposes and prevents the moon 
from acting upon it with the same power ; in 
other words, the bed of the ocean being more 
distant from the moon than the land on the 
opposite side when that is under the moon, 
it cannot act upon it with the same intensity 
that it does upon the land. The earth's di
urnal rotation will not prevent a lateral mo
tion ; for if a wooden ball, with one side 
heavier than the othex:s, be given a rotary 
motion in water, the heaviest side will slow
ly turn to the bottom, without changing the 
axis of its rotary motion in regard to the 
water, whilst it changes 90 degrees in regard 
to the ball. 

This motion of the earth may not be in a 
true plane, for the emergence of the new 
land and the submergence of the old, may 
change the center of attraction, and so give 
it a kind of oscillating motion: Bll.t it is 
probable that it has bee� near enough too. 
true plane, to have drawn the greatest part 
of our continent from under the Pacific 
Ocean. If there is no error in the facts sta
ted, nor in the conclusion arrived at from 
them, some point, probably in the United 
States or its Territories, is going due east 
at this time ; west of that point is going 
north of east j and east of it, south of east. 
And 'the' influence' of the American contillent 
would throw the line of due southern IIlOve
ment rather west of a central line running 
north and south, through the above-named 
grand divisions, and some line in the Pacific 
Ocean, running in the same dirQction, to the 
North, so that our continent on the north
eastern shore of that ocean is enlarging. As 
the bed of the ocean is continually becoming 
richer by the washings from the land, and 
the land poorer from the same cause: " He 
turneth the rivers into a wilderness," and 
" turneth the wilderness into it standing wa

ter."-Ps., and so makes the ocean the great 
renovator of the land. H. POLLARD. 

Lexington, Mo., Dec. 29,1854. 
.. Ie. ., 

(For the Scientific American.) 
Purifying Salt. 

I notice a suggestion in your very judi
cious remarks appended to an article upon 
the " Manufacture of Turks Island Salt," 
which, according to Dr. Ure in the following 
extract, will bear a much more extended ap
plication than has been given it, and will 
perhaps answer the purpose of your cor
respondent, C. P. Stratton, of Oregon. I al
lude to the use of caustic lime to purify the 
solution 'Of chloride of sodium of the saline 
springs of that region :-

" The chloride of magnesium or bittern, 
not only deteriorates the salt very much, but 
occasions II. considerable loes of weight. It 
may, however, be most advantageously got 
rid of, and converted into chloride of sodium 
(common salt) by the following simple expe
dient :-Let quick-lime be introduced in 
equivalent quantity to the magnesia present, 
it will precipitate this earth, and form chlo
ride of calcium, which will immediately re
act upon the sulphate of soda in solution, 
with the production of sulphate of lime and 
chloride of sodium. The former being spar
ingly soluble, is easily separated. Lime, 
moreover, decomposes directly the chloride 
of magnesium, but with the effect of merely 
substituting chloride of calcium in its stead. 
But in general there is abundance of sulphate 
of soda in brine springs to decompose the 
chloride of calcium. The best way of pro-

ceeding with saline water, would be to add 
to it, in the settling tank, the quantity of 
lime equivalent to the magnesia, whereby 
an available deposit of this earth would be 
obtained (mixed with Ca. 0.+SO.3) at the 
same time that the brine would be sweetened. 
Water thus purified may be safely crystal
lized by rapid evaporation." 

The lime should be added in the state of 
" milk " or " cream of lime," in order to in
sure its diffusion through the brine. 

M. P. 
Baltimore, Dec. 29, 1854. 

... ."., 
New Marine Engine. 

In the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of Septembel;' 
23rd, I find an article on Steam En gines, 
wherein the Editor states that an iron 
steamship from Havre ,having an engine of a 
peculiar construction, visited New York.
The ship has two engines, with two steam 
cylinders for each-the one a small high 
pressure, and the other double the size, which 
receives the steam from the first, and works 
it expansively, and is connected with the 
condenser. This, he says, ta the Wolf prin
ciple, and, he believes, is its first application 
to a steamship. 

Now, if the Editor of the SCIENTIFIC AMER

ICAN would condescend to inquire down 
in this Esquimaux country, he would find 
that the engine he so much admires has 
been invented arid patented by a backwoods 
boy of this Province of the name of Tibbets, 
and that a fast boat of his own construction 
is now running on the St. John, and has been 
for the last seven or eight years ; that he has 
since built two others on the same principle, 
and has a mill propelled in the same way.
He has also started two others in Canada, 
the whole of which have worked to a charm. 
If Brother Jonathan will only call this way 
we will not only enlighten him on steam, but 
prove also to him that " we are some pump
kins" at building clippers.-[" Wakeful, "  
St. John's Chronicle, N .  B .  

( " Wakeful" must b e  a very near relation 
to" Rip Van Winkle." If he has nothing 
more new in steam than such engines to show 
,Brother Jonathan, it will.be a long time be
fore the latter calls that way, to be enlight
ened on steam ; and the innocence of " W ake
ful" respectilig the Tibbets' novelty of en
gines applied to steamboats and mills, is just 
what might be expected in an Esquimaux 
country, but not in New Brunswick, where 
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN has long been known 
and read. Such engines were applied to 
steamboats in this city twenty years ago, but 
we never saw them applied to ships, except
ing in the one to which the above paragraph 
refers. That steamship was built in Glas
gow, by Elder & Randolph. Double cylin
der engines, like those of Tibbets, have long 
been employed on the Thames ferry bOats.
The original inventor of such engines was 
Jonathan Hornblower, of Cornwall, England, 
in 1781-the uncle of Ohief Justice Horn
blower, of New Jersey. " Wakeful" can 
see an engraving Of this engine on page 98 
of Galloway's History of the Steam Engine, 
published in 1832. 

------�4�.��-.���----
Fuslhle Plu/ls. 

MESSRS. EDITORS-What is the best alloy 
for a fusible plug for a steam boiler? I see 
by a report, in your paper, of a Committee 
of the St. Louis Steamboat Engineers, that 
they have no confidence in the fusible plug. 
We use in our boilers a brass plug Ii inches 
diameter ; drilled 14xi inches, and filled with 
lead , and have not, as yet, had one fail ; we 
had previously used an iron plug 4 inch dia., 
drilled iX4 inch, and filled with lead, but 
had one case of failure j the lead, in six 
months' use, became so changed that the 
boiler was burned without meijing the. plug. 
We now use the large" size, and recommend 
our customers to renew the lead every three 
months. If you know of any better way, 
please let us see it, and oblige yours, respect-
fully, CRAS. W. KIMBALL. 

Springfield, Mass., Dec. 29,  1854. 
[We do not know of any fusible plug equal 

to the one our correspondent describes, and 
we are confident the information he furnishes 
on th� . subject will be appreciated by our 
enginlrs. 

139 
Invento .... ! Attention. 

MESSRS. EDITORS-There appeared in New
ton's Journal, some time last summer, a no
tice of an application for a patent for im
provements in japanning leather, communi
cated to Mr. Newton from abroad, and the 
notice was published in about twenty days 
after a caveat was filed for improvements in 
japanned or patent leather, in the archives of 
the Patent Office at Washington, Now it 
lately appears, in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 
that letters patent are secured to A. V. New
ton, of London, for improvements in japan
ning leather, the partial details of which 
sufficiently identify it with the caveat at 
Washington, to warrant the belief that it 
was derived therefrom. 

It was the intention of the American in
ventor to patent his invention abroad, believ
ing his caveat or invention safe in the mean
time, until he could procure the means to do 
so; he has therefore either sumlred injustice,  
or it is  his fault in not being better informed, 
and it is such information which is now 
sought from the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 

The writer is aware of the importance of 
simultaneous patents at home and abroad, 
but supposed that caveats were an exception. 

E. M. C. 
Providence, R. I., Dec. 30th, 1854. 
[It will be very difficult to explain the 

circumstances connected with this case,
they are very singular, and should serve as a 
caution to American inventors who intend 
to secure foreign patents. The Ellglish ap
plication should, as a general thing, be made 
first ; owing to the law granting patents 
in England for imported inventions. Inven
tors who intend to secure patents abfoad 
should be exceedingly careful of those to 
whom they entrust their business. Our cor
respondent, although well known to us, has 
not informed us who the inventor is to whom 
he refers. He may have suffered injustice 
from some party, but we cannot tell ; he is 
the best judge of this himself. 

"'�r" 
Bh()!!.e�d.�! 

E. Cort, of Taunton, Mass., writing to the 
Providence Journal, thus speaks of the above 
named coal :- , 

" In looking over one of your late papers, 
I see a word to the capitalists of Rhode Is
land on the subject of coal. You say that it 
is not yet in use for making steam. I wish 
to tell you that I have made steam with 
Rhode Island coal for five years. I first used 
the coarse coal, then the nut size, and for 
three years I have burned the pe:l. coal (that 
is the cheapest kind,) and all with satisfac
tion.. I made no change in the grates. Any 
person wishing to see Rhode Island coal burn, 
can do so by calling at Albert Field's Tool 
Factory, Taunton. This is the third winter 
that I have burned it in my cooking stove. 
My wife prefers Rhode Island coal to the 
Pennsyl vania." 

------�4�'��-'���----
CrouP. 

A medical correspondent of the New 
Hampshire Journal of Medicine states, that 
for three years he has used alum in croup, 
and in all that time has not seen a fatal case 
which was_treated with it from the begin
ning. He usually gave about ten grains, 
once in ten minutes until vomiting is induced, 
using at the same time tartar emetic or the 
hive syrup freely-the latter subduing the 
inflammation, while the alum has more of a. 
repulsive action. 

CUI'e for Palpitation. 

A lady about forty years old, says the 
Journal of Health, who has suffered severely 
from ,periodical attacks of palpitation of the 
heart, from the age of twelve years, has 
found immediate and permanent relief from 
the use of soda water. It appears from ex
periments since made, that carbonic acid 
gas is the active curative agent. 

.. . ... 
Chloroform Connteracted. 

Dr. Robert de Lambelle, a distingnished 
physician of Paris, announces that a. shock 
of electricity, given to a patient dying from 
the effects of chloroform, immediately coun
teracts its influence, and returns the sufferer 
to life. 
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SPARK ARRESTER TO HEAT FEED WATER. 
The annexed engravings are views of an 

improved arrangement in Spark Arresters for 
heating the feed water of locomotives, for 
which a patent was granted to R. A. Wilder, 
of Schuylkill Haven, Pa., on the 31st of last 
October. 

Figure 1 is a tran$verse section, and fig. 2 
is a side elevation. The same letters refer 
to like parts. 

The invention consists in the arrangement 

1 

of the flues, water space, and spark arrester, 
and the cooling of the smoke and sparks, and 
the heating of the water, preparatory to its 
entrance to the boiler, in a very efficient 
manner. A is a water chamber holding 20 
gallons, into which the feed water is pup1ped 
for the purpose of being heated before pass
ing to the boiler. ' b and c are flue spaces 
surrouuding the water chamber, and connect
ing with the open pipe, I, through the spark 
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flue space, b, then down into the space, c, twelve months on ten engines (bOth kinds,) 
into the perforated or wire cone, 1), aud thus during which time they have proved very 

, heat the water in A. The apparatus is con- satisfactory, and have cost nothing for re
structed of boiler plate, and is stayed with pairs. By a simple arrangement the water 
bolts in the same manner a fire box. It can be forced through the heater back to the 
is simple and is adapted to the use of both tank when it is !:lot required for the boiler. 
wood and coal-burning locomotives. Mr. He has not been able to make correct exper
Wilder is Superintendant of the Mine Hill iments regarding the exact amount of fuel 
and Schuylkill Haven Railroad, on which saved by its use, but he is convinced from 
road they have been in use for the past general observation made by th�se running 

4 

wire. D is the spark arrester cone attached 
to the arched covering, h, of the flue spaces, 
and fitting closely around the exhaust pipes 
to arrest the sparks without causing any ob
struction to the exhaust steam, as is the case 
with the use of deflectors. E is an attach
ment of feed pipe to the heater ; T and G 
are attachments of pipe conveying the heat
ed feed water to the boiler. Smoke and heat 
pass from the fire box upwards through the 

G 

the engines, that it amounts to twenty per 
cent., and cannot be less than fifteen. The 
railroad on which it has been tested is one 
of the most difficult to manage in the world, 
and its success there will, no doubt as it should, 
arrest the attention of all those who, as man
agers and engineers, are connected with oth
er railrOa'ds. 

More information may be obtained by let
ter addressed to Mr. Wilder. 

Improvement in Corn Planters. REDICK'S riORN' PLANTER Tha aunexed engravings are views of the �. 

improved Corn Planter, for which a patent 
was granted to William Redick, of Union
town, Pa. ,  on the 29th of August last. 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of the ma
chine ; figure 2 is a section of a side eleva
tion, and fig. 3 is an enlarged view of a con-
ducting tube. The same letters refer to like 1'!::;r. 3 parts. 

The cams are arranged on the axle, the 
markers on the periphery of the carrying 
wheel, aud the valves at or nel\r the bottoms 
of the seeding tubes, with their several oper
ative parts, for the purpose of causing reg
ularity in the marking, and dropping of the 
seed, however irregularly the motion or speed 
of the machine may be. 

A is the carrying wheel upon which the 
machine is supported and drawn over the 
ground to be planted ; B is the axle, fastened 
to the wheel so as to move with it. The axle 
extends out each side of the wheel a suitable 
distance, and is provided with cells at regu
lar intervals, which receive from the hopper 
and oarry to the seeding tubes the grains to 
be planted. These cells are provided with 
screw!, tht;) heads of which fit the cells, so 
that by the running in or out of these, the 
depth of the cell will be increase,d or dim
inished, so as to carry around only the regu
lated quantity of grains to be planted. In 
planting check rows, each alternate screw is any grains therefrom. When drilling, all 

I 
in the tubes are hooked in the second or 

raised to the periphery of the axle, so as to the screws are sunk, so that every cell shall lower hole, so as to remain all the time open. 
through the hopper without receiving carry out its quota, and in this case the valves C represents one of the shafts ; they are 

cu;ved near enough together at their points, 
to suit the working of the horse, whilst at 
the axle where the teeth or shoes are ar
ranged, their width may conform to the dis- ' 
tauce between the rows of corn. D is the 
seed box, there being one on each side of the 
wheel, or on each end of the axle, said hop
pers diminishing in width from top to bot
tom, where they are open to allow the grains 
to drop into thfo) cells. E is a tooth or shov
el, there being one in advance of each seed
ing tube, for opening up a furrow into which 
the corn is dropped, the earth falling in over 
it, when the machine passes, as in ordinary 
operations. The bottoms or lower ends of 
the tubes tit in behind these teeth, so as to 
protect them from accident, by striking 
against any obstructions, or from filling with 
dirt. • 

a a a a are four cams arranged around the 
axle, B .  b is a rod having its lower end at
tached to the valve, d, . and its upper end 
pressed up against the cams by a spring, c, 
so that said spring and rod opens and closes 
said valve at every depression and swell of 
the four or quadruple cam. There is an in
clined bottom on the tubes, made of spring 
steel, so as to yield, should a grain be caught 
in the valve, and allow it to be thrown out 
when the valve again opens. The markers, 
g g g g, of which there are four on the per
iphery of the wheel, A, must bear such rela
tive position to the cams as that they shall 
arrive at the exact point where the seeds are 
t6 be deposited, after making due allowance 
for the time that the seed occupies in falling 
from the hopper or cylinder to the valve. 

In relation to the construction and opera
tion of this machine, Mr. Redick states, in 
his specification, that the devices which he 
uses have been employed before, separately, 
on seeding machines, but not combined, and 
that it was by observing the defects of their 
separate results, that he was enable to unite 
them, to produce a practical operative ma
chine that can lay off the ground, and drop 
the seed at the marks previously made, with
out any variation caused by the unequal 
speed of the horse. In the olfI .machineil) the 
variable speed of the horse cansed irregular 
planting, because the markers had a varia
ble, and the seeds an unchanged, velocity. 
"By my arrangement of the cams, valves 
and markers," he says, ., I have brought the 
machine practically to perfection in thi" par
ticular, as the distance that the grains have 
to fall, allows the markers to come to the 
precise point, and should the markers vary 
the least from the exact point, either in over
reaching or falling short of it, the operator, 
by the handles, can raise up or draw back 
the machine, to bring it right." 

More information may be obtained by let
ter addressed to the patentee at his place of 
residence, Uniontown. 

... . ... . ..  
Improved Folding Chair. 

Various plans of folding chairs have been 
brought 

' 
before the public ; that is, chairs 

convertible at will into a couch. They are 
no doubt very useful for invalids, and on 
this account, if well made, have solid claims 
upon public patronage. Some defect must 
have characterized all those heretofore con
structed, or else they would have come into 
more general use ; this at least is a reasona
ble conclusion. An improved chair of this 
character has just been designed by Seth D. 
Woodbury, of Lynn, Mass., who has taken 
measures to secure a patent for the same. 
The back of the chair and the foot board are 
secured by hinges to the seat, and su connec
ted together that both back and foot board 
can be inclined to any angle, or placed 
horizontally so as to form a couch or chair 
for sitting or reclining at . ease in any posi
tion desired. 

------�.�' 4� __ '�.�-----
,"prinK Balances. 

An improvement in spring balances has 
been made by Elisha P. Beckwith, of New 
London, Conp., who has applied for a patent. 
It consists in surrounding the spring bal
ance with a cylindrical funnel of sheet met
al, or other proper material, and having its 
periphery graduated so that not . only the, 
weight of the article is determined, but also 
its cost, at a given price per pound. 
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Useful Rending. 

It is frequently nece�sary for editors, like 
, preachers, to enforce by reason and argu

ment, good old doctrines of personal and 
public policy, and we do not know one that 
requires to be so often allnded to as that 
which is embraced in the title of this article. 
But, as the finest strain of music soon gluts 
aud palls the ear by frequent repetition, so 
does a .continual harping on one subject
however necessary and useful it may be
soon satiate the mind. Prudence, therefore, 
compels us to select this subject only at con
siderable intervals of time, and under pecu
liar public circumstances. 

or respected. There are two maxims, viz : 
" knowledge is power," and " there is no 
royal road to knowledge," both equally true, 
and deserving to be deeply engraven on ev
ery young man's mind, for no ignorant man 
ever has or ever can bQcome powerful or dis� 
tinguished, and no man can become intelli
gent without labor. 

Will our young mechanics think of these 
things, and apply their hearts to wisdom, so 
that with all their getting they may get un
derstanding. 

Doing" of the Patent Office. 

The largest number of patents ever grant
ed during a single week since the establish
ment of the U. S. Patent Office, was the issue 
under date of January 2nd, -the total num
ber of grants being over eighty. 

ry the war Llext year into Great Britain itself. 
Let England look out in season, 01' by next 
year every soldier . in the Crimea may find 
his breath cut short by a piece of sticking 
plaster, or some such wonderful breath stop
ping agent, projected from some new ordi
nance of Mr. Rosevelt's invention. We 
think, however, there must be some mistake 
about the plan of the campaign being sketch
ed on a very small piece of sheepskin by Mr. 
R., as has been stated ; those who have made 
the statement cannot be acquainted with his 
profuse a'ld comprehensive genius. Again 
we say to Uncle John Bull, look ont for an 
atta.ck on Yar-mo uth next year. 

is necessary to have a large draught, and thilJ 
makes a very nncertain grinding mill. Large 
stones, with the usual amount of draught 
which is given to them, grind unevenly. If 
the miller allows them to run free, they throw 
out a portion of the ground mass in coarse 
particles, while the rest is well pulverized. 
And if the miller lets them run close enough 
to grind all the grain fine, he spoils the great
er quantity by trying to grind the less. But 
mill stones of small diameter do not require 
much draught. Their small draught makes 
the furrows work like shears, and they have 
no slip. They also grind cool, as the furrows 
can be made deeper. 

At the present time, amid all the cries of 
distress which come up from every quarter, 
and amid all the general prostration of busi
ness, we are creditably informed that foolish 
amusements and trashy literature were nev
er better patronized in our city. We are 
convinced from the great number of flaming 
advertisements of silly and contemptible new 
books, that the sale of them must be enor
mous. We think this affords no great cause 
for national congratulation, as it regards an 
improvement in general intelligence or taste. 
Real useful works-those which appeal to 
the uLlderstanding, and exercise the more no
ble faculties of the mind, have but a limited 
circulation in comparison with blood-and
thunder stories, and pueril� works of fiction. 
This is to be regretted, for, as food and drink 
are to the body so is  reading to the mind. 
Good reading makes the mind healthy and 
strong ; poor reading on the other hand, be
fools and enervates it. As much care should 
be exercised in selecting reading for its 
quality, as in selecting food ; for the mind 
is as susceptible of being poisoned as the 
body. There are thousands upon thousands 
' whose minds have become so debilitated by 
wretched literatnre, ' that tH@y 'cannot e1t 
down and read any solid article whatever ; 
and these persons-at least many of them
might have become ornaments of society, or 
might have distinguished themselves in many 
important positions, if they had not chosen 

� feed upon the husks, in preference to the 
solid golden grains, of literature. Any mind, 
however strong, may become weak by a 
great deal of indifferent reading. Youth, 
however, is the most trying period of life, 
as it respects the formation of literary tastes 
and habits. Parents, therefore, should be 
very watchful of the books and periodicals 

It is understood that among the patents 
now granted are several cases which have 
been li�gering in the office for the last year 
or more, and that with the present delivery 
nearly all the old nnfinished business of the 
department is cleared out. It is  also under
stood that applications for patents will in fu
ture be acted upon with comparatively little 
delay. 

Inventors should remember that the gr�at 
seal and parchment of a patent are in them
selves of no value. But �t is the claims 
which they certify to that are of worth. A 
valuable improvement may be so sacrificed 
by a botching of the specification and claims, 
that the patent, when issued, shall only be 
worth the picture of the Patent Office which 
the document bears. 

I which they allow in tneir families. They 
should endeavor to induce habits of reflection 
in their children, and enjoin upon them the 
study of such authors, and the reading of 
such periodicals as incite the mind to profit
able thinking. To do this, the mell.ns should 
always be adapted to the ends desired to be 
obtained. Can any father who has a son 
learning a irade, suppose that his son can 
ever become an intelligent mechanic (as he 
would no doubt like to see him,) if he never 
reads a periodical devoted to science and 
mechanism ? The thing is preposterous. The 
young mechanic who never reads a solid use
ful work relating to his trade, will drag at 
the lower spoke of the wheel ; he must be in
sane if h� supposes there is any chance for 
him distinguishing himself in his trade, or at 
anything else, unless he improves his mind 

I 
by storing it with useful information. Every 
young man, theretore, who desires to excel 
and to distinguish himself, must be careful 
of his reading. Many of those books and pe
riodicals which weak minds call dry, are the 
choicest gifts of literature. We know that 
it requires much effort to acquire a liking for 
reading those works and periodicals which 
give the mind labor. It is a hard task to 
concentrate the thoughts upon an author. 
when at the end of every page the mind 
must pause to revolve what has been . read 
and seek some rest ; but young men should 
endeavor, at all hazards, to acquire a liking 
for such kinds of reading, for those who do 
not, never can rise to be mentally influential 

Commissioner Mason is entitled to, and 
will receive the thanks of all inventors for 
the rigo»ouB and efficient manner in which 
he has conducted the affairs of the Patent 
Office. The number of patents issued du
ring the last year is much greater than during 
any year previous. The personal labor which 
the Commissioner has gone through with, in 
order to develope and rejuvinate the Office 
is truly immense. He has swept out a laby
rinth of rubbish, besides carrying forward a · 
-giant load of oth&- work, and now hi$ de
partment stands forth life· like, active, and 
strong. In the name of all American in
ventors, again, we thank him. 

Of the long list of patents issued last week, 
nearly one quarter of the whole were obc 
tained through the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Pat
ent Agency. 

", , � ., 
Anthracite Coal In England. 

Two correspondents have written to the 
London Mining Journal respecting the em
ployment of anthracite coal in grates in 
England, and both of them assert they have 
resided in America. They both speak high
ly of this coal, but state it cannot be used 
in houses but with grates or stoves like 
those in common use with us. They speak 
highly of our clear atmosphere in com
parison with that of London, simply be
cause we burn anthracite, and the London
ers bituminous coal. One of these corres
pondents corroborates what we said in giv
ing advice, about three months ago, to our 
Pennsylvania friends " not to form a compa
ny for exporting their coal to England, as it 
would prove a losing affair." He says the 
Welsh anthracite, and some from Pembroke
shire, are equal to the best American, and 
can be obtained at " a  much cheaper rate." 
The other advocates i ts employment for 
smelting iron, as well as for raising steam 
and other purposes, a.nd concludes that there 
is anthracite coal in Wales alone to last 
England for a thousand years to come. Our 
friends in Pennsylvania may rest assured 
that any attempts to export anthracite coal 
to England will redound to their loss, which 
would be a cause of regret to us. 

� - .. 
All Over with Eniland. 

We see it stated by a number of our cotem
poraries, that Olin ton Rosevelt-a lawyer of 
our city-who lately sailed for Russia, has 
sketched the plan and calculated the cost of 
a wonderful compaign, on a piece of parch
ment so small that he can carry it about 
secretly on his person without fear of de_ 
tection, and that his plans are so profound 
that the Czar under his able advice will car-

Mill Stone Dre ... 

The annexed figures are views of a runner 
and bed stone, baving an improved dress, for 
which a patent was granted to Perry Dick· 
son, of Blooming Valley, Crawford Co., Pa., 
on the l� th of last September. 

. 

A, fig. 1, is the runner stone, and B, fig. 2 ,  
is the bed stone. The figures show stones of 
four feet in diameter, with the grinding sur
face reduced to three feet 'l'here should be 
about twenty furrows in the ' CQllrSe, a, more 
or less, ILccording to the:texture of the. stone 
and draughted two and a ha:lf inches by th� 
center of �ihe eye. If the stones, however, 
are very close in the texture, they should 
have three inches of draught. The second 
course of furrows, 0, has double the number ?' jl, and these are draughted at least five 
in'l!!les by the center. The ground mass is 
more liable to clog in the furrows when well 
pulverized, than when partly ground, which 
makes more draught necessary in course b 
than a. The outside course of furrows c in 
runner A, are not intended to grind, but 
merely to operate as conveyors in delivering 
the ground mass from between the stones. 
The bed stone, B, from course 0, is dressed 
down below the grinding surface or top ot 
the lands, about one-fourth of an inch, and 
is always kept so dressed, to allow the mill 
to deliver freely under all circumstances. 

The object of this invention is principally 
to reduce the diameter of the grinding sur
face of millstones, and thereby avoid the ne
cessity of having a great di'aug]lt to the fur
rows, by which means a more certain action 
of them is secured. 

Practical and theoretical men have dispu
ted about the qualities of large and small 
mill stones : the former claiming more work 
for the small ones by the same power ap
plied, and the latter disputing such a conclu
sion. But small stones will grind more grain 
than large ones with a given amount of pow- ' 
er, because they discharge the grain at once 
when it is sufficiently ground. Large stones 
on the contrary over-grind some of the grain 
and thus waste power. 

All small mills have heretofore used pres
sure spindles in seme shape or other, except 
one in Buffalo, which is run with four or five 
times the common velocity, in order to per
form, by great speed that which others per" 
form by pressure. Pressure spindles are 0 b
jection ahle on many accounts, and · sman 
millstones, backed up high to add sufficient 
weight, become top heavy and useless. By 
the above improvement, small stones, in ef
fect for grinding, are made out of large ones 
which latter gives the necessary pressur� 
without adding top weight to the spindle, 
and thus the advantages of both are secured. 
Each of the furrows in this millstone dress 
has exactly the same draught at any distance 
from the center of the stone, and will grind 
evenly, and not as in the old fashioned dress, 
of furrows. 

_ The claims for this improrement will be 
found on page 14, this Vdlume SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN, and more information may be ob
tained by letten.ddrel!8eu io Mr. Dickson at 
Blooming Valley. 

Colored Atlas of Chemistry. 

Edward L. Youmans, author of the colored 
chemical chart, encouraged by the favor with 
which that elementary work was received 
has extended that principle of teaching chem: 
istry, in a new work of the above name, is
sued by D. Appleton & Co., this city. It is a 
handsome large v olume, containing thirteen 
beautifully colored plates, not only explana
tory of chemical compounds, but chemical 
action. The chemiiitry of combustion and 
illumination, likewise that of respiration in I 

animals and plants, is clearly set forth
' 
by 

the colored plates, so as to exhibit the same 
at a .glance to the most common understand
ing. We like this work of Mr. Youmans 
amazingly, both on account of its pecu
liar i.method of representing the different 
substances by different colors, and differ
ent sized squares, but also because of its  
brevity and clearness of description. It is a 
valuable bOok for academies, and the higher 
classes in common schools. That Mr. Y. is a 
believer in the plurality of worlds, no one 
will doubt after readin g the following elo
quent closing paragraph of his work : 

Mr. Dickson has sent us quite a long arti
cle, giving his views on the peculiar action 
of grinding stones, both as it respects their 
draught and size, which we will endeavor to 
present clearly in as few words as possible. 

" If, therefore, our sun, the great center of 
vital dynamics, and fountain of life�impul
sions, which has charge of the destiny of our 
planet, alike its atoms and its masses, be but 
a solitary st.ar among the countless hosts of 
the celestial spheres ; if the earth be a scene 
of life, bea.uty, and intelligence,  only by vir
tue of its astrQnomical relations ; if the mes
senger of God, the solar beam, comes through 
the spacious amplitudes a hundred millions 
ot miles, to illuminate and vivify and people 
an otherwise desolate globe ; if the life ex
citing forces traverse stellar distances and 
belong to astral systems, can we imagine 
even for a moment, that the pheuomena of 
life are limited to our earth ? Can there be 
a question that organization is the product 
of a plan of agencies which comprehends the 
physical universe, and that the effect must 

The furrows of millstones should operate 
as shears in grinding grain, but in order to 
grind cool, with ordinary or large sized mill
st ( nes, the furrows are draughted so much 
that those of both stones cross one another 
at right angles, or nearly so, and shears will 
not cut with blades working at right angles. 
In order to get grain through large stones, it be as usiversal as the cause ?"

. 

.:.ti 
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[Reported Officially for the Scientifie American.] 
L I S T  O F  P A T E N T  O L A I M S  

Issued from the United State. Patent Office. 

FOR THE WEEK ENDING JANUARY 2, 1855. 
MACHINES FOR BORING. PLANING, AND SLOTTING METALS -Norman Aylsworth, of Rochester, N. Y. : I claim the so armnging of the several operativtil. parts of a machine for 

!��l��������i���y ���tlh�tktheset�;ei� �:�:�re��ec:a�?�l�� may be completed from the same centers, without unchucking sfI,id piece of machinery, by which means more p�rfect work can be done than when the piece is removed or re� chucked for two or more successive operations, the whole being achieved in the manner set fortb. 
ApPARATUS FOR FEEDING PAPER TO PRINTING PRESSES 

AND RULING 1tIACIIINEs-David Baldwin, of' Godwinville, 
N. J. : I claim, first, feeding sheets of paper singly or one 
at a time, to a printing press, paper ruling, or other ma
chinQ requiring the feed of a single sheet at a time, by 
means of a vibrating frame, B, having at its lower end a 
series of tubes, f, which, fl.R the frame, B, vibrate", pass over 
the sheet to be fed to the machine, and also over a portion of 
the cylinder or other device for receiving the sheet, a vacu
um being formed and desttoyed in said .tubes, f, by means of 
an air pump, F, attached to the frame, B. and operating as 
herein shown, for the purpose of causing the tubes, f. to convey the sheets from the feed table to the receiving device of the machine. Second, I claim the self-adjuhting feed table, Q, construct. ed and arranged as shown, or its equivalent way, 80 as to be operated by the vibrations of the frame, B, and keep the sheets, x, close to the ends of the tubes. ThIrd, I claim the tubtls, as shown� on a vierating framl', 

• when said tubes, with the aid of an aIr pump, are employetl for conveying the sheets to the press or machine. 
CONSTRUCTING VESSELs-William Ballard, of New York City : I claim the coustruction of the bows and the stern!'! of vessels, in an 0 G form, substantially as described. 
LOOMs-Abram Brigham, of :Manchester, N. H. : I claim the mode described of locking together and adjusting two or more carns on one shaft, viz", by means of the convexities and concavities applied to them, essentially as specified. 
I also claim the combination of the movable or sliding tappet. t, and the extra cam sr lip, p, with each other on the main cam, or its shaft, and the treddles the whole being made to operate together, substantially as and for the pur· po::ie stated. 
GRAIN AND GRASS HARVESTERs-John E. Brown & S. S. Bartlett, of Woonsocket, R. I. : We claim, first, hanging or hinging the bar, G, to the carriage, so as to vibrate sub· stantially as described, hl combination with the hanging or hinging of the cutter stock to the bar, G, substantially as described, flO that the cutter stock may vibrate, and accommo· date itself to any undulations in the surface of the ground, and so shat it mtl.y be raised by the attendant to pass stones, stumpl:i, or other obstructions without tipping the carriage. 
DOVE-TAILING MACHINE-ThoR. H. Burley, of Cincinnati, Ohio : First, I claim the inclined fronting guide in combinat ion with the oblique cutting edges of the saw teeth. in the manner and for the purposes set forth. Second, I claim the double inclined tables, in combination with the series of vertical chbels, in the manner and for the purpose set forth. 
GRAIN AND GRASS lIAn.VESTERS-Mar&hall Burnett and Charles Vander Woerd, of Boston, Mass. : We claim making the same shaft or axle, H, which serves to drive the cutter rods, cutter or cutters, serve also as the pivot or center at the joint between the cutter bar, M, and the carriage, A, substantially as described, thereby preserving the proper relation between the cutter or cutters and their driving mech-anism. 
LOCKS FOR FIRE ARMs-J. S. Butterfield, ofPhiladelphia, 

Pa. : 1 elaim the combination of the sear, e, with the cam, 
c, (theJatter operating in the slot, h, of the main spring, d,) 
the respective parts being arranged in the manner I:let forth. 

TRAP FOR CATCHING ANIMALS-James Cflffrey, of Paradise Township, Pa. : I do not claim a revolving platform. But I claim the peculiar arrangement and construction of the lever, I, spring, L. and wire grating, G, acting simultaneously with the rtlvolving platform, D, to cause the trap to act and set itself, substantially as described. 
DRIVING CIRCULAR SAws-Thos. J. Flandels , of Manchester, N. H. : I claim, first. supporting a circular saw edgewise, and operating it at the same time by means of two spur gears or their equivalents, arranged and operated 

t ��:�1��e��11��:�;!\Se�';�:: ��:\!�:h,S��d t�:���ha};o�j� the plltte to propel and support it edgewise at the same time, as described, thereby dispensing with, the shaft or its equi valent heretofore used to propel and support the saw. Second, crimping or corrugating the plates of saws substantially as described, so that they will require little or no setting, and to make them stiffer, also that the bends may run in contact with the sides of the score-cut, and support and steady themselves so as to be less liable to be swerved by knotty, cross-grained, or hard placee in the wood or rna· terial sawed, and at the same time run with less friction and power. 'l'hll'd, making the teeth of crimped or corrugated saws, separate from tbe plate, and fa�tenll:ig them into the recesses tanned by the crimping, or corrugating the bends in the plate of the saw, so that the saw may be supported and steadied by roller guides or otherwise, substantially as described. li'ourth, making the teeth of saws one-half the thickness of the plate, Or less, by taking 01t' the sido of the tooth, and the opposite side of the next tooth. as described, so that they will cut one half or less than oue half the thickness of the saw kerf, 80 that the saw will run at a higher speed without heating, and execute a given quantity of work with two· thirds or less of the power heretofore requited, t;ubstantiwlly as described. 
CHURNs-Ezekiel Gore, of Bennington, Vt. ; I claim making the pins, D, with their inner ends fiat, and so arranging them that they may be turned to the right or left as desll'ed, and thus made to present a large or small reSIsting surface to the agitated cream, and facilitate or retard the production of butter, substantially as set fOith. 
MACIIINES FOR CUTTING OUT BOOT AND SHOE SOLEs-J. W. Hatch, and Henry Churchill, of Rochester, N. Y. ; We claim giving the cutting knife or punch, C, half a revo· lution on its axis after every cutting operation, substautia\ly as described, by afly suitable mechanical means for tllt) purpose of reversing its position for thb next cut, and thereby, when its ends are of unequal width, preventing the waste which, without some such provision, would be unavoidable. 
COMPENSATION BALANCES FOR TIME KEEPERs-Charles 

'V. Hawkes, of Boston, Mass . ,  and George I>. Reed, of Waltham. Mass. : We claim the compensating lever, or its equivalent, in combination with the ladial a,rms, b aRd d, sub· stantially in the manncr and for the pUl'p03Q described. 
ApPARATUS FOR ATMOSPHERIC PILE DRIVING-Alexr. 

Holmstrom, ot New York, N. Y. : I claim, Firstly, con
sLl'llcting the air lock in such a manner that the pressure of 
the air, either within the lock or within the hollow pile, may 
be governed by the workmen inside, whereby they are thus 
enabled wholly to control the means of escape for them
selves . Secondly, I claim combining' with the air lo(�k, a hoisting 
apparatns, to which the muving power is gIven from the 
oUL�jde of the lock, but the application of that power to the 
wiudla"i:! is made by the workmen within, whenever the 
sam� may be required, whereby tholie men are not only re� 
lieved from any extra exertion, but the ability is nlso main .. 
tained of applying greater fort e than could be done were the 
motive power given from within, the whole being construc
ted and operating substantially as set forth. 

RAILROAD CHAIR MACHINES-J. B. HarriS, of Cincinnati, Ohio : �-'irst, I claim the hoiding plate, e, fig_ 8, and the leaf, 0, with the slots, a b, fig. 9, and the block, d, with the screws 

� titntifit �mtritan . 
f e, in combination with the crank cutters, N the whole being arranged as described� and for the purpose' described. Second, I claim the cutter with salient cutting edges, thus making �he c�t (see N, figs. 5 6  and 7) concave in its length, substantialty In the manner and for the purpose described. 

COTTON GINs-Asa P. Keith, of Bridgewater, Mass. : I claim the slanting circular openings through the;brush-heads 
:jdt�3.e guide flanches on the inside substantially as de� 

MACHINES FOR FORMING FLANGES ON WROUGHT IRON 
BEAMS-Julius H. Kroehl, of New York, N. Y. : I do not claim the . employment for forming or reducing metal bars, of two pairs of rollers arranged as described when the side rollers, C 0, have no flangei or no movement in the line of theaxhi, or any of the rolie1'l:l are otherwise constructed than as described. But I claim the combination of the wide and narrow rollers, B B, and the flanged rollers, C C, which have a movement in the line of their axis corresponding with the desired form of the edges of the flanges or the beam, for the purpose at' finishing or smoothing the said edges, substan� tially as set forth. 
TONGUING AND GROOVING-Hazard Knowles, of New York, N. Y. : I claim forming, tonguing, and grooving cutter htladfl, of combined disks of steel, which have cutting edges formed on their peripheries, of such a shape that new cutting edges can be formed upon them as the old wear away. wlthout reducing their diameters, substantially as set forth. 
MACHINES FOR FORGING CAR WHEELs-Wesley M. Lee, of New York, N. Y. : I claim forming the face of the ha.mmer die with fiutes or projections, substantially as specified, when combined with the turning of the die or anvil during the operation of forging or swaging, substantia.lly as and for the purpose specified. 
CONSTRUCTING PAVEMENTs-Jean Francois Le Moulnier, of New York, N. Y. : I claim effecting the thorough union of the asphalt compound. or any equivalent therefor, and stone by heating the block of stone pleviously, substantially a8 specified. 
SHINGLE MACUINE-Adrian V. B. Orr, of SteelVille, Pa. : I am aware that klliveH both double and single, planes working in slides and stationary, rollers, springs, &c. , h�ve all been used in various combinations f'or the purpose of makirlg shingles, I do not therefore claim to be the inventor or discoverer of any of these mechanical devices, or to be the first who has applied them to the purpose of making shingles. But I claim, first, constructing the frame or t:ilide D of �he splitting knife with two faces a and :b, the one being the thickness of a shingle in advance of the other, as described, and for the purpose set f01'th. Second, I claim the device of raising the shaving knife, f, from the platform, R R, during its back motion, for the purpose of allowing room for the introduction of the piece to be shaved, substantially as described • Third. I claim moving the holdfast up and down by the means described, so as to have its use when wanted, and the removing it out of the way of the finished shingle, in its descent, as already set forth. 
REGULATING TRE SIZE OF ROVING-Samuel Pearson, Jr. , and Wm. H. Gardner, of Roxbury, Mas8 . :  We claim the combination of the brake, Q (forced downward by a. spring or its equivalent), the brake�wheel, R, the shafts, S and T, and the connecting gearing of such shafts as applied to the draw rollers, and the gill or heckle belt, and made so to operate and produce effects substantially as stated. 
PROCESSES FOR EXTRACTING TANNIN FROM LEATHERObadiah Rich, of Uambridge, Mal's. : I claim the process herein described for the removal of tanntc ncid from leather, the subsequent preparation of the skin for mtl.king glue, lOubstantially as set forth. 
SIGNAL FLAGS-Henry J. Rogers, of Baltimore, Md. : I 

f��i��: fi�;:�h:lf����:� f�:'�g�:�oi�a� ��:o�lnd� !�dt in a calm, tLB set forth. 
SPLITTING RATTANS INTO STRIPs-Sylvanus Sawyer, of Fitchburg, Mass. : I do not confine my invention te the pre' ciae form or construction of any one or more of its parts, so long as I do not substantially change the character or principIe of my invention. 
I claim a combination of mechanism for splitting the rattan into !lectional strips, and a mechanism for removing an· nular or sYIrJ.metrical strands theref.rom, substantially as above l:ipecified. I also claim a combination of mechanism for splitting a stick of rattan into sectoral or triallgula.r parts or .rips, and a mechanism for rounding and dressing, or finishing, either one ormore such strips, substantially 8S specified. I also claim a combination of mechanism for splitting a rattan into sectoral parts or strips, a mechanism for removing or separating from such patts annular or segmental strands, as specified, and mechanism for rounding, reducing, or finishiu"! either one or more, or all of the triangular strips or parts of the pith or inside portions of the rattan, as speci· fied. 
PROCESSES !'OR MAKING SOAP-Richard A. Tilghman, of Philadelphia, Pa. : I claim the manufacturing of soap by subjecting a mixture of fatty matters and solution of carbon

anted alkalies to a high temperature and pressure, as described. 
LIFE-PRESERVING RAFTS-Farnham Z. Tucker, of Brooklyn, N. Y. : I am aware that buoyant cylinders of metal or india rubber, either made in sectIons or of one chamb er throughout, have been used as life preservers, boats, and rafts, and I therefore do not claim constructing a raf't of such tubes. But I claim the manner I have set forth of connecting such buoyant cylinders by passing rods through tubes at right an· gles, as shown in the drawing by letters f, f, a, and g, and secured by nuts ifl connection with the straps or bands, d, whereby I make a strong convenient and evel'�ready life preserving raft. 
PROCESS FOR MAKING INDIA RUBBER CLOTH-Henry G. 'I'yer and John Helm, of New Brunswick, N. J . :  We claim the peculiar mode, so described, of preparing the uppers of boots and shoes. 
SHEET IRON BLINDs-Wm. E .  Ward, of Port Chester, N. Y. : I claim the manuiacture of Venetian blinds of sheet metal bent in the form and united in the manner snbstantially as speCified. 
SEWING MACHINEs-Daniel T. Ward, of Newark, N. J. : I do not chdm any particular method of moving the needle, 

��t��;��!���i; �l��l���� a��nl�v:� t��h�Y��x:t�he�!�� SHown. But I claim the sliding fork, 8, with or without the bristles, 
9, to detach the thread from tile sides of the needle, or form a guide to the loop for the passage of the looper or shuttle, in the 'nanner andas described and shown. 

PROTECTING SLIDES AND WAYS OF V.ALVES FROM DUSTEdward H. Foote, of Hartford, Conn. : I am aware that the slot in the upper part of the tube in atmospheric railways, through which pa.sses the stem which eonnects the piston inside the tube with the car on the rails above, has been closed to exclude the air by meanlS of a flexible val ve, or valves, which is kept closed before and behind the said stem a8 it travels along the said valve, yielding to the motion of the stem. And I am also aware that dust has been kept out of journal boxes by surrounding the journal with a leather collar, and therefore I do not claim broadly excluding dUlst from mechanism by such means, But I claim the combination of the flexible guards which enclose the ways of slides in machinel y, substantially as specified, in combination with the cross head, and the clasps or their eqnivale?ts, substantially as specified. 
TANNING PHOCESSES-Rufus Keeler, of Rochester, N. Y. , assignor to Lewis U. England of New York, N. Y. : I claim the deseribed improved method of tanning leather, by introducing oil into the tanning liquor, a.nd effecting its incorporation with the leather in combination with the tannin. substantially in the manner and for the purposes as set forth. 
MANUFACTURING WOODEN BOXES-LouIs Kock, (assignor to 'fheodore rincus,) of New York City . :  F'irst, I claim the means of making differeut sized boxes on the same machine by the mere change of the calDS R', S', D', and the pulleys 

U, U ' ,  corresponding to the size of boxes, as described. Second, I claim cutting off the boxe6, when finished, by tools f, f' , fastened to spindles 1 or 1', said spindles being !Lttached to the tool-holders and worked by an arm n, or n', fatit on the end of the spindle, as described. 'fhird, I claim the cODstruction and application of the frames N or N', with cones M or M', respectively, attached, 
����:���n�t;���l���� ;��� � S�idn'fr;:e:P���e: ���i�d !Lb� cams D',  and levers H 01' H', as described. Fourth, I claim the arrangement and connection of the supports Q or Q', provided with shafts and ratchet wheels, between which latter the wood out of which the boxes are to be made is held, said supports being worked by cams S' , and levers F or F' ,  for feeding the wood to the tools and releas-ing the same as specified. , Fifth, I claim the construction of the pulleys U and W, or 

U' and W', worked by cam� R' and levers E and E', 88 well as by weights Z ahd Z', as described; said pulleys, when connected, acting upon the Ilpper shafts V or V', running in the fmpporta Q or Q', for approaching the wood up to the tool holders after the completion of each set of boxes. 
CURTAIN FIXTUREs-Peter H. Niles. (Msignor 10 himself and John A. Richards,) of Boston. Mass. : I am aware that it is not new to support the pulley on a pin fixed in and projec· ting from a bracket, nor to make the pulley with but one flange or head d, and so as to have its barrel c, work in a chamber e. I therefore do not claim such. But I claim arranging the spring in that, chamber of the braCket in which the body of the pulley slides. I do not claim making the Dulley body with a. chamber for thB��cI�i��o:oa :!:�i:i\��r t�: ::��j�;� po�rfe�:r chamber g, WIth respect to the chamber Et, that the spring F may extend into boUt chambers, as specified, whereby an advantage as above stated may be attained. 
COMPOSITIONS FOR UNHAIRING HIDES-Andrew H. Ward, Jr., (a»signor to himself and Kirk Boolt,) of Boston, Mass. : I claim the application of a compound solution of carbonate and sulphate of soda to hidei and skins, for the purpose of loosening their hair, and preparing them for the reception of tannin. 
SEED PLANTERs-Alexander Anderson, of Markham, Ca

nada: I claim the peculiar construction of my seed planter by whtch the apertures f f, are made to perform the double function of carrying a graduated amount of seed to the discharge spout, and also to receive the teeth of the wheel 0, by fu�l�� motion is communicated to the endless apron, as set 
SELF-SEALING PRESERVE CANs-Robert Arthur of Wash· ington D. C _ :  I claim as a new manufacture a ve;sel made with a groove to surround its mouth, prepn.red with ce:r&ent, �nd ready for hermetical sealing; but to hermetical sealing HseU' I make no claim i neither do I claim a ground stopper or cover and seat for hermetical sealing, whether the ground su_rfaces of liuch stopper or cover and its seat be prepared wlth cement or not. 

.JOURNAL BOXES FOR CARRIAGES-S. B. Ba.chelor, of LowYllle, N. Y. : I claim the modo of constructing the stationary lllseparable untted recess in pipe A, in combination with the 5i�gle adjustable a.xle shoulder band, D, and band C, WIth the ca.p, E, and screw, �-. , as described, or in any other manner substantially the same, by which I am enabled to use any axle of the common manufacture, alii set forth. 
SUSPEN?ED PURCHASEs-Wm. H. Brown, of Erie, Pa., patented In England Oct. 2, 1854: 1 do not claim & iluspended cable for trl\nsporting weights of any kind acr08s ravines or streams ; nor do I claim tr3nl'porting bodieR of !Lny kind by means o fa.  movable cable or catenary, which is to be raised or lowered to deliver the burden or weight at any intermedi· 

��:�lh���e���e���y�d.ints of suspension or fastening, as 
But I claim, first, in combination with a permanently suspended cable, a carriage provided with suitable I.>lock and tackle, by which a. 3u8pended weight of any kind may be transported to any given point, and then lowered and raised or by which it may be lowered or raiscd as it is transported' at pleasul'o, substantially as described. ' 1 also clai!ll in combination with a suspended cable 8. 

�\�� ��da�rfi:�!b1����:��; :o�h� 7:ee�h��1���� w:dj�:t themselves to the line of the catenary as described. I also claim the automatically coupling and uncoupling of the blocks, ]" G, substantially in the manner and tor the purpose set forth. 
I al.so claim the system of equalizing beams, Q, R, S, when combmed with two, three, or more cables, for the purpose of 

:::Xf��tg�stributing the weight upon the several cables, as 

TEETH-Sharpless Clayton, of West Chester, Pa. : I claim the dovetail grooves formed in the base of the teeth, and the holes through the teeth, said groove and holes to be filled with pure tin, cadmium, or any other fusible metal, so as to form a dovetail flange and pins, as described, for the purpose 
f�Ahc:�ln5e:�lib!d.th and gums to metallic plates, as set 

App ARATU8 FOR STEREOTYPING-Willard Cowles of Wash· ington D. C . :  I do nct claim the use of pla�tar of' Paris or clay for the making of molds for stereotyping, nor do I 
d�a�mc��� �i���� �tem�!�so�Yf�����:!��o�f��S�i�t��tbi��� tion of the thickness of the stereotype plate by means of bars or a frame placed on the mold plate. But I claim the use or fUrnitUre of' an exact and proper 
�:i�� ��r':kfcturEo�f�� ��m:e�aili�eC�:t�n�n1ra%�U��:�� 
�t������11s!�eit8�ffu'r:� sl�;;��lo��hi�he�������\:��d for t he purpose of being pressed into the mold and imbedded therein, thus taking the place of the frame: 

I also claim the use ot a frame placed upon a bed in and around the mold, or, in its place, the use of bars pressed upon and into the mold, substantially for the purpose and in the manner described. I also claim the use of �lips of metal or other l5ubstance for the purpose of dividing the plate into two or more pieces, �sed 8ubsliantially in the manner described, or any other �limliar manner of accomplishing the same o-,bject, whether these be used in combiJiLation or separately, or whether the materia.l used in making the stereotype plates be common type-metal, or a compound jn which a principal ingredient is gutta per' cha, india rubber, shellac, or anyot4er substance or composition of which stereotype plates are now or may hereafter be made. 
Ox Yokes-Levi Dederick, of Albany, N. Y. : I am aWBre that a patent has been granted to Albert Vose for a semi-revolving neck block; but my mode of fastening the block I regard as an improvement upon that invention. 

�oTt�e��t::;a�a��a�b��:i�;n��1t�1��: lrO;ms:�:�;ge;es���: and thus avoid perforating the wood on the under side which rests upon the neck of the ox, as described. 
COMPOSITION FOR FUEL-St. John O'Doris, of Philadel· phia, Pa.: I claim the formation of an artificial fuel by the combination of street garbarge with coal dust, coal ashes, saw dust and coal tar, or other bituminous Bubstance, substantially as set forth. 
FERMENTING TliI'NS I'OR BEER-Adolph Hammer, of Phil-

�!elfe���!tf�� ���tnl�!����� a�i��slle� ��r;:ri��:8;!r�s !�� Sj���i��a?!e�h�s��:T[ce��l��e'a�J �!�er cft�t�se:(bustable cover, B. und the conduit pipe, C, constructed and arranged substantially as descrihed and illustrated, in combination with the tun, A, or any other suitable vessel, substantially and for the purpose described. 
FIRE PROOF IRON BUILDINGS- Emanuel Harmon, of Washington, D. C. :  I do not claim the ulSe of an air space or of a non·conducting substance for the purpose of intercept· ing the communication of heat between two metallic sur· faces, or t-be surfaces of the wall� of au iron building. But I do claim the insulation of the skeleton frame·work of iron buildings from the exterior and interior coveringI') O f said frame�work, with theil' fastenings or attachments, by the interposition of a. non-conducting substance, such as 

plaster of Paris, soap stone or felt, in combination with an 
air space, or sheets of plaster of Paris, felt, or other incombustible non-conducting sub8tance, in the manner &nd for the purposes set forth. Second, I claim the above insulation in combination with the entire filling up of the space between the said exterior and interior coverings or surfaces, with any incombustible non-conducting substance, in ' the manner and for the pur pose set forth. 

HANGING THE KNIFE IN PLANING:MACBINES-M. G. Hub. bard, of New York City: I claim hanging the first knife on arms prOjecting from the stock horizontally, or nearly so, by which it is attached to the frame, substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth. 
CULTIVATORs-John lmel, of Liberty, Ind. : I claim the curved and adjustable guard or fender, hinged as de8cribed to a tongue SlIP ported upon running gear. 
MACHINES FOR CUTTING AND TURNING SLATE-Asa Keyes, of Brattleboro, Vt. : I do not claim the cutting of roofing slate by means of a revolving knife and level rest, after the manner of �hea.r8, as patented by James Carter, of Del� abole, in the county of Cornwall, England, in the year eighteen hundred and forty·five. But I claim the combination of the cutters or hammers, c' , on the ffy·wheel, A, with the circular dog, D, in direct conw tact with which each successive portion of the slate rest� to receive the blows of the cutter, while the slate i� fed up 

��b:t��i��f; � ��d fo�;�e �uJ�i! s��f:;tita��d t���i��d� 
BLOWlNG BLASTS, &c.-P. W. Mackenzie, of Jer�ey City, N. J. ; I claim the use of the dl urn and blower, having ceotel's eccentric to each other, q.he said blower being internal 

��!�t��U�� :: fE:�E:l���p��e:�e�f���h�tiallY in mode of 

I f\.1�0 claim as & part of my invention the cylindrical ad-
�f:��hee Pdarc::�n��:�::rrm:::'n��b:u���::[ij{lyCOi� ��dt!Oof construction and operation and for the purposes set fort� 

STEAM RAIL-ROAD CAR BRAKEs-Henry Miller, or New York City : I claim, first, the arrangement of the cylinder, t!te pipe, D, and the branch-pipe, d, of each car, fmbstauhally as described, to wit : the pipe, D, incHning downwards from each end of the car, and the pipe, d, inclining downwards from the lowest point of the cylinder towards the point of junction with the said pipes, so that the cOndensed water may all run from the pipes and cylinder, Bnd escape therefrom or be conveyed into a suitable receptacle, provided with proper means of escape, as set forth. Second, Encasing the piston rod with a flexible tube, "hich is attached at one end to the rod, and at the other to the cylinder head, and is kept extended BO as Dot to be injured bl. 1�: 7b!��d: ��i�t r�:i'l�Prl��s�rs�����1���fn�I'�U;i�� ton and freeing the brakes, after the steam or compresiled air is shut off, substantially as desQ:ribed. 
FRUIT DRYERS-Russell S. Morse, of East Dixfield, Me. : I claim constructing a portable fruit dryer of a series of trays and a protecting roof, united to each other by hinging bars, substantially as set forth. 
ELEYATING SCAFFOLDS-F. Rudolph. of New Y rk, N. Y. : What I claim is the a.rrangement and combination of the center pole, A, and the scaffold, C, the former usually being placed within, and the latter about, the structure to ' be built, each of which may be elevated aR desired, and the whole being constructed Bubstantially in the manner described. 
RAKEs-Emi1e Sirret, of Buffalo, N. Y. : I am aware that the treadle, E is not new, Rnd therefore I make no claim to it; but, what I do claim, is, First, A revolving rake, having the head made in two sections, and arranged and operating e�scntially as de· scribed. Second, In combination with the Fame, the employment and arrangement of the jointed forked treadle, F G, substantially as and for the 'purpose set forth. 
HANGING A PATH-FINDING SAw-John A. Taplin, of Fishkill. New York : I cJaim the pendulum block to support and guide the upper end of the saw, substantially as de-scribed. . 
COMPOSITIONS FOR DRESSING LEATHER-Cuno Werner, of Philadelphia, Penn. : I claim as new the use or employment of a compound for dressing leather, composed ofa. Bst urated infmdon of oak bark (or other lubltAnce affording tannin) train or fish oil, rosin, hog'slard and creolote com

r�:clg:tand combined as set forth, and for the PU�POSe8 

CAST IRON PAVEMENTs-Chapman Warner, of New York N. Y. : I claim the described barfl, connected,. sustained and bound together by the keys or cross pieces, substantially in the manner 8nd forthe purposes set forth. 
HATs-Wm. F. Warburt,on, of Philadelphia, Penn. : I do not confine myself to the precise form of corrugations de· �cribed and represented, as they may, doubtless, be varied 

III shape and yet accomplish the ends desired. But I claim forming the rims of hats with corrugations, channels or grooves, or other ridges of the form . or other form snbstautially thereto, for imparti Boftn�l!I8 
�!:;h:lt,i��� !O ���r�i:�dW��ant.fty Of

'
stiffening ��bs�it� of which it is composed than is ordinarily employed in forming rims, the said rims being, previously or at the same time such corrugations, grooves or channels are formed, slightly raised or arched at the front and b�k p8rt�, immediately next the body or Cl'own of the hat, and depressed or slightly curved downward at the sides, or not, 88 fancy or 

!::tfu:f:.y dictata, to give them the proper brace or �et, as 

CUTTING IRREGULAR FORMs-Warren Wadleigh, of Hill, 
N. H. : I claim. first, A reciprocating cutter with one Or two edges, guided or governed by one or more pattern�, BO as to cut the rough blocks or pieces of wood or other IDa· terio.l into tke form required, substantially as described. Second, The wedges, n n, or their equivalent, so con-
di������ ��tw��r:�g!�:�:�n e�:�l�:�:rog:a!�i:� ��� !�� cl\ine is In motion, for the purposes set forth, 8ubstantially as described. 

)lACHIJ.'{ES F01t MAKING Wli:AVERS' HARNESS-J. S. Win. sor, of Providence, R. I . :  I claim in the within.described 
�;c���st�f �hf:h o�a�erta;���· i:��;;::Jii�Y :sl���Ci�e:d the spool or its equivalent carrying such twine, carried through such loop to form a knot .. and then the spool or its equivalent which carries the other twine pM8ed through 
�h��e}�o�l��:t ;�: t;��: \�lld�:�!e�;t����!sDl;:r!ing:i�:� eye of two twines with a knot in �ach, griping thl3 other twine, 80S herein set forth. And I also claim the mode of operation substantjally as herein described, for determining the size of the eyes, by clo�ing the knots on the two fingers, or their equivalent�, whereby the knots are closed at the proper place on each twine, the two sides of each eye made of equal length and any desired number of eyes of the same size, as 5et fort'h. And I also claim, in combination with the fingers or their equivalents, on which the knot8 are closed, the discharger, or any equivalent therefor, by means of which the knots are discharged from the said fingers as they are drawn tight, &s set forth. And I also claim the combination with the mechanism for forming the knotsl substantially as herein described, the employment of pincers, substantially as described. or any equivalent therefor, for holding the twines tight after the knots at each end of the eye- have been closed, and during the operation of drawing the twines tight around the bands , as set forth. And I also claim the mode of operation substantially as described, by means of which the twines are wrapped around the bands in succession and formed each into aloop, through which the spool or its equivalent for carrying the twines is passed to etl'ect the tie, substantially as described. And I also claim the mode of operation substantially aB described, for forming what i& termed the leel'e at' the harness, by reversing the motion of the spools or their equiva· lents for carrying the twinos, thus carrying the twines alternately on oppo�ite sides of one band, as set fort.h. And I also claim the method, substantially as herein de. scribed, of mounting the heddles 8S they are formed on the slats or rods, by suspending lhe said slats or rods above ihe ma-chine, and attacbing the baRds, to which the heddles are tied in the process of formation. to a sliding bar or its equivalent, which is elevated as the heddles are formed. 80S set forth. And finally, I claim the method of marking every nineteenth (or any other number) of heddles, by means of the ma.rker, receiving motion in the manner substantially 8S specified, or by eqnivaltlnt means. 
SAWING MACHINE-Lysander Wright, of Newark, N. J. : I claim the two pulleys varying in size for the purpose set forth. I also claim the revolving guide�block for the purpoees set forth. 
I also chl.im the arrangement and combination of the guides, crosshead holdfast and guide·block, shoe and screw, for the purpose of raising and lowering, and to give the rake, all ot which substantially as Bet forth. 
BURGLARS' ALAR)[-Daniel Wells, of PhiladelphiB, Pa. : 

I am well aware that the giving of alarms from the opening 
-of doors is old and well known. I do not claim that exclu� 
sively. But I claim the radial arm, d, with its projection, e, and 
the latch, a, with its notched recess, x, for efl'ecting the di5· 
engagement of the spring·bolt on the movament of a door or 
its equivalent, in the manner described and for the purpose 
specified. 

PRESS FOR PRINTING DnFERENT COLORs-Stephen Brown, 
of Syracuse, N. Y. : I clatm, first, the employment or use 
of a series of platens, p p p, (two or more) arranged as here
in shown or in an equivalent way, so that the form or type 
��d�i�tf��:eCnc!i:::'Ya�� i�:e��t:�mg:t:�:�S!��i��h::���:i; 
against the sheet, as set forth. 

Secondl I claim the arrangement herein shown of the cam, 
C, bent levers, K K, and arms, F F, which are connected to 
the bent levers for the purpOH el operating the movable 
be�hl�l,lit61�h�'Oi;!�1�:r�h!'fi���:S����:�eRns at: the !Screw, t, and rolling bar, T, whereby the fingers are made to convey the sheet to and from the platens, P, as herein described. 

ARRANGEII£ENT :tt DOUBLE-PISTON STEAK ENGINESWarren S. Burgesl5, of Norristown, Penn. : I claim having 
t':i��i!�Z:he� � �!ds�� '(!:��nth�rr e����:ie!t, ��e �i:!o�: 
a requisite distance apart, and attaching the connecting rod, 
E, directly to the rods, C, or their equivalent, substantially 
as herein shown, and for the purpose 5et for1h. 
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OHUCI: FOR TURXINQ ELLlP'rICAL CYLINDERS-Pulaski S. 
Caboonand S. F. Rosl of La Grange, Mo. ! We claim, first, 
The arranging of the rln
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' f l ,  upon the Bliding Btandard, F, 
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of the 
Second, Arra.nging the slide between the face-plate and 

"the sta.ndard F, instead of attaching it to a ring situated 
b�ck of the lace-plote, lubstantially al and for the purpose 
.et forth. 

GRINDING MILLS-Amory Felton, of Troy, N. Y. : I do not claim se
l:d:

tely either of the parts herein described. 
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:: shown, and for the purpose &i set forth. 

P..ulfT BRusR-Wm. Hi�ks, of Steubenville, Ohio : I 
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���t:Sth�

e
��� ervotr handle, A, regulating valve, g, and branch or feed, f, conveying the color on to the top of the brush, eSBentially as specified. • 

or S;:�3!�h!����r�b::�:ide
i
_�I��:�,

f
.[�

e
:cifit��;,n�:�:� of the brush in ita desired course, and at a speed corresponding with a free flow and a continuous supply of color to and on the brl18h, and serving to form 8 rest at various angles of operation or hold of the brush j the Baid roller being ananged to run on the outside of the lateral spread or splay of the brush, and on the off side of it, as and for the purposes set "rth. 

PRINTING PRE38-Sidney Kelsey, of Erie, Pa. : I claim, firBt, feedin� or conveying the sheets to the form by hav-
!�8\!��:n�&::'B�,;�:n:����t 

t
ih� �d,r:'of tte ���e'i�:�: grasped. between the two parts ol the carriage as it is moved between the platen and bed. 

Second, I claiw the fly. W, operated as shown, viz : by mea.ns of the pulley, C', attached to the carriage, IH I by a 
:��ld�d�i:hP�:'�:if,���t0fo�h:. 

shaft, X, which i& 
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r
:eel��; � a central frame, 80 88 to be folded ot' extended at pleasure. But I claim connecting the folding ribs by meana of a chain or chains being applied, substantially 8S described, to I:Ipread all the ribs at once, and when spread to serve the purpose of keeping all in place. 

PBIN'UNG PREss-James Lewis, of Prattsville, N. Y.: 
I claim, first, the employment or use of the fly, D, con
strllcted, arranged and operaiing in the manner and for the 
purpose set forth. 

Second, I claim the combinat1on of the fly, D, cylinder, B, 
and bed, C, when the above parts are arranged, operated 
as shown and described. 

PADLOcxs-Thomas Slaight, of Newark , N. J. : I do not cla.im the iumblerl:l, �, separately, nor the guard-bar, for they have been previously used; but I do claim, 
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Second, I cbum the combination of the dog, C, guard-bar, D, with the stud, j, upon it, and slott.ed tumblers, E, arranged as &hOWD, and operating in the manner as set forth. 
CRANK CONNECTION IN' DOUBLE-PISTON STJilAH ENGINBS 

-John Smith, of Cincinnati, Ohio : I do not cl&im the em� 
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connected by a cross-head or plate, C, which tag a slot, D, 
throngh it, in which the crank, E, of the shaft, F, fits, where
by thepistonl are directly connected to the crank, and a. ro
tar1' motion �ven the crank-shalt, without the intervention 
of the usual piston and connecting rods, as shown. 

BR..lCII :rOR PIANO FBAKES-Dwight Gibbons, of Rochester, N. Y., assignor to Frederick Starr, of same place : I do not cla.im any method of bracing from the suspended point of the plate. F, to the iron frame, rest· plank, or back. know-in
i!�i�l:i!

e
tt!,::king use o( a diagonal brace, extending above the plate alMi strings, operating in the manner and for the purpoae substantially as set forth. 

REPE.lTING FIRE ARKS-Joshua Stevens, of Chicopee 
{
a
��:I:a::.�=�::i;;gt�:� t�=:r�
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t
��::r?O�rf'crnth� mechanism for rotating the cylinder, that br ft, simple pull on and during the back movement of the trigger, the hammer sball be d1!iCbarged or set free from the trigger (so as to fall on the nipple when the touch-hole of one charge-chamber of the cylinder is in eonnection with it) and the cylinder subIO

%
Uently rotated so aa to bring up to the percussion nipple 

:':'��\!;::���=r!:I:'\!6� turning the cylinder and tha.t for locking and unlocking it, 
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for locking it. in cage the movement of the trigger is so ra.pid as to render the cylinder liable to be rotated before the charge tired by the ILCt�on of the h&mmer has left the chamber. I do not claim jointing an impelling pawl directly to the lower part of a percU88ionhammer, 80 that by the reciprocatiD&'retarymovement of the bammer, the sa.id pawl may be moved against and drawn away from the ratchet of the revolvingcylinder. . , 
th�ob:th; �����!�fth� !:�e:er

d
:����l!e'::r �:;����:� again.t one tooth of the ratchet, or drawn back over thenext lucceedtng tooth and against a spring acting upon the rear end of the lever. 

But I claim the described and represented arrangement and combination of the trigger and its spring, a rotary tumbler 
;:rc:, �:r!�gtr:�h

r
��� �F��: g;1i:d��P:�d;t:l�c�� in&' and unlooking mecimnism thereof, by which arrange� ment and combination. during and by a back and forward movement of the trl,ger, the cylinder will be locked or un

locked, and have an mtermittent rO,tary motion imparted to it, and the cock or petcussion ha.mmer be actuatedessent1ally' 
&8 specified. 

I also claim the bearer, x, or its equivalent, in combination 
with the turning lever. L, and the pa.rt or tumbler to which is i. connected or jointed, and by which motion is imparted 
to the turning lever &8 spMifted, this combination obtaining an impol(. ... nt advantage, &s explained. 

BE-ISSUES. 
MOWING M.lCHINE. '.lND H.lRVEsTERS-John H. Manny, 

��e����d.:!i' 01�t"e
d
boar,.�I��;g:is�fJ,!sg�it!r"�� a diagonal lever held down at Its inner end, substan-
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a
�!���I!�t support that will perform the function of .. fulcrum, Wbereby the outer end of the cutter bar is held up, substantially as sat .forth. 

AllRANGRMIINT OF JOINTS roR ATT.lCIDNG TRUCKS TO H.lRVEBTBR FR.llIIBs-John H. Manny, of Rockford, Ill . .  doted originally Sept. 23 . 1851 : I claim the arrangement" of a llexible joint in the line of the cutter, or tbereabout, 
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a� !� ... �& '!� may be, at a uniform hight from the surface of smooth' o� undulating groUlld. 

ABRAlfGlIIlBNTS lOR CONTROLUNG HAltVESTIIR CUTTIIRS 
-John H. Manny. of Rockford, Ill , dated ort1inally 
�f�e�::!J �oclt\.� �o��
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edlre of the cuttlnR; apparatus, or thereabouts, by means 
of an adjustable stop and arm or their equivalent, in 
such manner that the cutter will be kept at the proper 
�e�:;}��'::'k":��t'W��\:il�:����:"� ��� ":31 ft� , 
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any extent required for passing over boulderl!f'Stumps, 
or other like protuberances in its path, substantially as 
speclded. 

lIAItVBSTBRS HAVI"G A LEADING TRuox-John H. Man. 
ny, of Rockford. 1lI.. dated origlna.lly Sept, 23, 1851 : I 
claim the leading carriage to carry the driver in a po-

· .. IIion In advance of the outter, where he can readily see 
obstructions, and observe the character of the surface , 
ot the ,roUlld in time to adjust tbe machine 

E
roperly 
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joined to the leadin, carriage by a hinged bar, or other 
fiexlble connection, the cutter carrirge being provided 
:t:Y ,�:tl=�,:� o��� ttn��x�:��:v:�f:n"'� 
reache:f by the driver to enable him to rail. and IGwer , 
the cutiel'. as requlrtd. 

J'Ju¥B OoJlSTUlnION OJr TIU.lNG11L.lB lIAItVBSTBRB---.JObn 

j titntifit �mtritan . 
H. Manny, of Rockford, m., dated originally Sept. 23, 
1851 : I claim constructing the frame which sUll�orts the 
g���t'!Pfc':i�
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next the standinor grain. so that the frame will not bear 
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pla\lorm to be placed a considerable distance within the 
end of the dnger bar, yet sufficiently far from the frame 
and at the same time not too far back of the center of 
weight to poise or balance the machine properly. 

lIAItVESTlIRs-JOhn H. Manny. of Rockford. Ill., !lnte
dated Sept. 24, 185�, dated or\l1l:al1y Nov. 23. 1852 : I 
���'e!��fW.� ��l:f::.':�� °th�h!���y�:������tl�� 
support the opposite end of the machine. whetber dt'iv· 
Ing wheels or not, In such relative position that the 
wheels wblle the machine is cutting one swath, will run 
In the track cleared by the former, while the machine 
Was cutting a previous swath, as set fortb. but in this pat
ent I make no claim to the track scraper. 

Second, the projection, 7, on the under side of the up
per bars, 5. of the to

P
. m, of the IIngor in combination 

with the chamfer or recess on the lower inside corners 
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cutter bar, e', and the sides of the recess In the upper 
pa�t'1d

t���� Ige
wJzi:iA is gUi��1'two parts. m and 

n, interlocked at the point, tia\1y as set forth. so 
that grass cannot lodge in int and forman Impedi-�';.�!� its entering between t e stalks of the standing 
Fourth, in combination with the raker's stand or seat, 

I claim the removable platform or raking bottom con
structed with a wing that extend. from the outer end of 
the cutter over the frame. and holds up the butt of the 
straws above the stubble which otherwise would obstruct 
the discharge of the grain from the platform, substantial
ly as seHorth. 

CUTTER FINGIIRS OF H.lRVESTERs-J ohn H. Manny, of 
Rockford. Ill .. dated originally Apri1 19, 1852, ante-dated 
Dec. 9, 1� ; I claim eonstructin

� 
the lower part of the 
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Its upper half will overhang those of its lower half. the 
cutter playing between the two. substantially as set 
forth. 

I also claim bevelling the upper corners of the shan I< of 
the lower part of the finger so 8J!I to form a cutting edge, 
e, thereon, in the posit�on and for the purpose described. 

DESIGNS 
P.lRLOR STOVES'--.Tames Wager, Volney Richmond, and 

Harvey Smith, of Troy, N. Y. 
COOKING STOVlO--Garretson Smith. Henry Brown. and 

Josepb A. Read, (assignors to I. G. Abbott, and !A.. Law-
rence,) of Philadelphia, Pa. ' 

PARLOR COOK SToVEs-Garretson Smith, Henry Brown 
and Joseph A. Read, (assignors to I. G. Abbott and A ,  
Lawrence,) of Philadelphia., Pa. 

STOVES-Garretson Smith, Henry Brown, and JuliuB 
Holzer. (assignors to I. G. Abbott, and A. Lawrence,) of 
Philadelphia, Pa, 

.. . . .  .., 
Important Itemo. 

B.lCK NUllBlIlRS AND VOLUIlJllS-We have the (ollowing num 
bers and volumes of the SCIENTIFIC AKEBICAN, wldch we 
can supply at the annexed prices :-Of Volume 5, forty 
numbers ; price in sheets, $1 ; bonnd� $1,76. Of Volume 
6, all ; price in sheets, $2 ; bound, $2,75. Of Volume 7, 
all ; price in sheets, $2 ; bound, $2,75. or Volume 8, none 
complete, but about 30 numbers in sheets, which will be 
Bold at 60 cents per set. Of Volume 9, complete in sheets, 
$2 ;  bound, $2,75. 

.g-We are able to furnish all the back numbers of the pres
ent volume of the SCIENTIFIC AXBRICAN, and to new sub
BcriberB we shall continue to Bend the back numbers as 
long 8S we have them, so 8S to render their volumes com
plete. 

PATENT CLA.IMS-Persons desiring the claim of any inven· 
tion which has been patent� within fourteen years, can 
obtain a copy by addressing a letter to thiB office, stating 
the name of the � ... IloIld encloafng $1 for feel for 
copying. 

PATEN'! LAWS, AND GUIDB TO INVENTORs-We publish and 
have for Bale, the Patent Laws of the United States-the 
pamphlet contains not only the laws but all information 
touching the rules and regulations of the Patent Office 
Price 12� cents per copy. 

RECEIPTs-When money is paid at the OftiC8 for subscriptiollS 
a receipt for it will always b� given, but when subscribers 
remit their money by mail, they may consider the arrival 
of thl) first paper " bona. fide acknowledgement of the re
ceipt of their fnnds. 

Terms 01 AdverUalJllI. 

4 lines, tor eaoh Insertion, 
8 .. •• " 

.1,00 
2,00 

19 .. 1,00 
16 •• 4,00 

Advertisements exceeding 16 11nes cannot be admitted, 
neither can engravings be Inserted In the advertising 
columns at any price. 

pr- All advertisements mast be paid for before insert-
m.. 

' 

' IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENT-In Rotary Pla-
ning, Tonguing, and Grooving Machines. Patented 

November 21st. 1854. These machines have lieen thor
oughiy tested, and their superiority over all olhe .. 
proved beyond a doubt, They will plane very much 
better and faster than any others now In use. never 
������ ��"t��s,
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made to the patentee. JAMES A. WOODBURY. Winchester, Mass. , Jan. 5, 1855. 18 2 

� NEW REPEA.TING GUN-Caveat deposited. 
Any manufacturer wishing become interested 

n a .gun likely to supersQde all o�rs, will please COD-
sult Z. O. ROBBINS, Esq., Washington City. 1* 

STEAM BOILERS-One 6 and one 8 horse Boller, 
for .ale very low for good trade or cash. They are 

��Td�
e
#.

k
J�1Ilgk8��fra"r:{::��:£��. 

Address, pr:t• 

FOR !!ALE-My lnterest In Hatlleld'. Patent Lum· 
ber Oountlng Machine, with the tools for manufac

turing them. An admirable investment for a smal l  mao 
nufacturer In brass. Address. post-paid, W. O. HICKOK, 
Harrisburgh, Po.. 1* 

H ATHEM�TICAL AND OPTICAL INI!!TRU
it .aments-The undersigned has jnst opened a new and 
extensive assortment of the above Instruments, his own 
selection made in Europe. It should also be kElPt In mind 
that he has the exclusive 8¥enc{10r tbe sale of the just-

�e-::��
b
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e
g�re;�r:'J=':.�sel �������de;,

ransits, 
O. T. AMSLER. 

8 6eow' �1l Chesnut .t., Philadelphia, 1'a. 

American and Foreign Patent 
Aflencv. 

IMPORTANT TO I�TIlBS.-ME88RS. MUNN 
1& CO., Publishers and Proprietors of the SaIIlNTIII'-

10 AKDIO.l!l, continne to prepare specillcatlons and 
drawings, and attend to procuring patents for new 
Inventions in the United States, Great Britain, Franoe, 
Belgium, Holl&nd, Austria, SpalU, etc., etc. We have 
constantly employed Ullder our persotuiJ supervision a 
competel\t board of Scientillc Examiners, which enables 
us to despatch with great facility a ,very larj(e amouut 
otbusiness. Inventors are reminded that a.ll matter in
tfUSted to our care are strictly conlldential, ahd hence 
It Is Ullnecessary for them to Incur the expense of at
tending In person. They should drst send us a sketch 
and description of the Invention, and we will carefully 
examine it, state our opinion, and the expense of mak .. 
Ing an application, If deemed new and worthy of it. 
Models and fees can be sent with safety from anx part 
of the COUlltr� 

by express. In this respect New York Is 
����:�".:fln}�r:,:'t?o:�11 
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ne wishln�c�t\�

� the preliminary steps toward 
Ha ents located in the ohief cities of Europe, 

for obtaining Foreign Patents are unequal· 
anch of our business receives the espeoial 

attention 0 one of the members of the IIrm, who IS pre
�ed to advise with inventors and manufacturers at a.ll 
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e
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agents should be emplo,Yed in securinl! patents, as 
grea.t care is necessary In the preparatlOn of the pa.-
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rights. Parties intrusting their business in our hands 
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are secured through us ; while It is well known that the 
largest proportion of patents applied for in the U. S., go 
through our agency. 

The offices of Messrs. Munn "" Co.'s American and 
Foreign Patent Agency are at 128 Fulton Street, New 
York ; London,.No. 32 E .. ex st. , Strand ; Paris, No. 29 
Boulevard St. JYlartln ; Brussels, No. 6 Rue D'Or. . 

UNITED STATIIS PATENT OFFIOII, 
Washington, Dec. 15, 1854. 

ON THE PETITION of William Perrin, of Lowell, 
Mass., praYing tor the extension of a patent grant

ed to him on the 24th day ot March, 1841, for an im
provement in .. machine for euttinl( square joint dove
tails," for seven years from the expIration of said pat
ent, which takes place on the 24th day of March, 1855. 

It is ordered that the said petition be heard at the Pat
ent Offic

M 
on Monday, the 12th of March next, at 12 
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not to be granted. 
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hearing must be taken and transmitted in accordance 
with the rules of the office, which will be furnished on 
application. 

The testimony in the case will be closed on the 2nd of 
March ; depositions and other papers relied on as 
��t::f��:i :r:,
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thereafter. 
Ordered, also, that this notice be published in the 

Union, Intelligencer. and Evening Star, Washington, D. 
g·�n;��:��:�
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week for three successive weeks previous to the 12th day 
of March next, the day of heari�ii:ARLES MASON, 

Commissioner of Patents. 
P. S.-':Editors of the above papellB will please copy, 

and send their bills to the Patent Office, with a paper 
containing this notice. 17 3 

UNITED STATIIS P .lTllNT O'FIO� 
N THE PETIT}t,"r4
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��:r�:i:ulIsren-o nock. of Keunett Square. Pennsylvania, praying 

for , the extension of a patent gra'lted to them on the 
12th day of MarCh, 1841. for an improvement in .. seed 
drills," tor seven years from. the expiration of sal d 
patent, which takes place on the 12th day of March. 
1855 : ' 
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at 12 o'clock, M. ; and afJ persons are notified to app'ear 
IIDd sholl!' cause, if I\D.Y they have, why said petlti .... 
0'1:'t,:� !O ��sFna��ed;,xtenslon are requlred to IDe In 
the Patent Sffice !eir objections, specially set forth in 
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hearing must be taken and transmitted In accordance 
with the rules of the office, which will be furnished on 
a
P¥:��:s�fmony In the case will be closed on the 16th 

day of February. 1855; depositions and other papers relied 
f6'�::'�d:!i�����'!.": �tt� ... ���l'.�� ��� :r[� 
ten days thereafter. 

Ordered. also, that this notice be published In the 
Union. Intelligencer, and Evening Star, Washington, D. 
C. ;  PennsylVanian. Philadelphia, Penn. ; SCientillc 
American. New York ; and Enquirer, Cincinnati, Ohio, 
once a week for three Buccessive weeks previous to the 
28th day of February next, the d�atR�i

�80N, Commissioner of Patents. 
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taining this notice. 17 3 

REMOV AL.-McALLISTER "" BROTHER, Opti-
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Eighth street. With increased facilities they will con
tinue to conduct the Optical, Philosophical. and Mathe
matical Instrument Business in all branches. 

MATHEMATICAL DRAWING INSTRUMENTS 
-Separate and in cases. T,Squares, Ivory Protrac

tors, Surveyors' Chains, Tape Measures. Microscopes, 
�kn���
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Points, Camera Lucidas, Hydrometers, Camera f)bscu
ras. Air Pumps, Electrical Machines, .Rain Gauges, Ma
giC Lanterns, &c. &c. &c. A priced and illustrated Cat
alogue furnisherl on �pj)lication, and sent by mail free of 
charge. McALLISTER "" BRO .. 194 Chest-nut street, 
(below Eighth street, opposite Masonic Hall,) Philadel-
phia. 17 2 

bl!
ACHINERY-S. C_ HILLS , No. 1S Platt st., N. Y. 
dealer In Steam Engines, Boil.rs, Planers, Lathes 

hucks. Drills, Pumps ; Mortising, Tenoning, and Sash 
MMhlnes Woodworth's and Dani.I's Planers ; Dick's 
PUllches, Presses. and Shears : Oob and Corn Mills ; 
Harrison'S Grist Mills ; Johnson's Shingle Mills ; BeIt-
lng, 011, &c. 7 e3w 

IRVING'1i! PATENT I'IAFETY CIRCULATING ' 
STEAM BOILER.-TIiSTIlIONI.lLS---" I certainly would 

not exchanae it for any boiler I have ever seen or used.." 
-W. Burtt, Esq., Kal., Mich. 

.. It is the most economical boiler and produces more 
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.. I am weil pleased with the prinCiple of this boller, 
and believe It to be the best In use." -L. E. Webb, Esq., 
Guilford. Conn. 

" We lind evaporation per l ib. at coar to be equal to 
13'003 lbs. watel'."-Rep. Messrs. Ehman "" Cook, Engi-
n"&�ers for Boilers promptly IIlled. Descriptive circn
lars obtained on application at tbe Compan�s office. 
Rights negotiated for the United States, Enf,land, 
��tl��"co�n� I���X:a:v:r' F. PHELPS, SeciK�;J.ng 

TIITmE ROPE OF WON AND COP r 
\ ... Mines. Inclined Planes, Hoistlni: and g 
purposes. Stays or Braces, &c., &e •• mucn safer 
more durable , than the best hemp or hyde ropes. so 
for Sash Welghts.,J>umb Walters,Llghtning Oonductora, 
&0. ,OHARLES ... OOPELAND, No. 64 Brcadway. 

l.eowtt 
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ARRISON'S MILl:., PRICE LIST, &c.--These 
MIlls are warranted to give satisfaction. 

ioe of stone, - - • • 20 incli. SO inch. 3 feet. 4 feet. 
Oash price of single 

geared mills • • - $100 $200 $300 $400 
Do. of double geared do. $115 $225 $330 $4li0 
Bush. they grind in 10.h 50 100 225 350 
Hal'S' power required 1 to 4 6 to 12 12 to 18 00 to SO 
Revolutions per minute OOoto700 5OOto800 400t0700 4OOto550 
Size of pulleys • - - 9 In. 15 In. 18 in. 24 in. 
Width of do. - - - - S in. 8 in. lO in. 12 in. 
Hight of center of pul- 9 In. 10 in. 11 In. 14 in. 

ley from the 1I00r - -
Weight of Mills - • • 500 Ibs. 1400 lbs. 1800 lbs. 300 lbs. 
¥l.�
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of EDWARD HARRISON, sole manufacturer, New Ha-
ven, Oonn. 12 7* 

� ACHINE GROUND CmCULAR SAWS-(Pat-
1'. ent applied for.) Mill men would do well to try 
these saws, are perfectly fr.e from thin or thick places, 
can be used th'nner and with less sett. and run faster 
than any other hitherto made. All diameters and thick
nesses warranted perfectly true. HENSHAW & OLEM-
SON, 31 Exchange street, Boston. 11 S* 

DICTIONARY OJ<' TECHNICAL TERMS-In 
\ French, English, and German. A new work pre� 
senting aU the terms used in science and art. The terms 
rns
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is a very useful work. For sale at this office, price $1,31 

THE FRENCH EXHI'BITION-Partles who have , applied for space In the French Palace of Industry, 
and who do not Intend to be present at the Exhibition, 
�:s�;��'li'!';3i�:� bI b��, ��"£31;��'t.���
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a rosponsible concern. S. H. WALES, State Commis
sioner, Sllientlfic American Office. 

YOU CAN GET THE NEW YORK WEEKJ.Y 
SUN three months for 25 cts. ; six months 50 cts. ; 

ODe year, 75 cents, '16 month8, $1. Or three copies one 
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live cash lIrioes ., $50, $20. $15, $10. and $5-for the lar!!e.t 
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Sun Omce, New York. 6 

BUFFAJ.O MACHINERY DEPOT-Terrace St. 
and 36 Lloyd st., Buffalo ; J. W. HOOKER, Propria- · 

tor, H. C. Brown. Superintendant. offers for sale Ma
chinists' tools of all kinds : Engine Lathes, Planers. 
Drills, Chucks, Boring Mins i also machinery of all kinds 
on hand or furnished to order. ' 7tf 

S' TAVE AND BARREL MACHINERY-Hutchin
son's Patent. This machinery which received the 

highest award at the Crystal Palace, Is now in daily op
eration there. Staves, heading, &c., prepared by it are 
worth to the cooper 20 to 40 per cent. more than when 
llnishod in any other way. Special attention is invited 
1��"Nur6&:"&�i:� ��\���:
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pATENT DRmRS-Zinc Driers, Graining ':f,IOrs, 
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�TEW HAVEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
l' Machinists' Tools. Iron planers and Erurine Lathes 
of all sises. Hand Lathes, Gear Cutters, Drills, Bolt 
Cutters, Chucks, &c_. on hand and being built by the 
�

tity, which enables us to sell low. For cuts �vlng 
faot.,;r;�B�.�'k�dl��"e�: ?fo��ss New Haven 
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HARRISON'S GRAIN MILLS-Latest Patent.
.1000 reward offered by tbe patentee for their 

equaL A Bupply _tantly on hII.Itd. Llb<:� Commia. 
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to S. O. HILLS, our agent, 12 Platt Street, New York.13 tf 

STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS FOR SA.LE. 
One second hand dve-horse engine. with tubular 

boiler. One second-hand two horse i>.ortable engine and 
boiler. THOS. PROSSER "" SON, 28 Platt street, 14tf 

FEJ.TING FOR STEAM BOILVollS ANII SHIPS 
for s-;-t:�¥�
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N. Y., and T. O. BACON "" CO.'S, corner of Union and 
North sts., Boston, Mass. 15 5* 

�TORCROSS ROTARY PJ.ANING MACHIl\IF� 
l' The Supreme Court of the U_S., at the Term of 1853 
and 1854, having decided that the patent granted' to 
Nichoias G. Norcross, of date Feb_ 12, 1b50. for a Rotary 

��al�;l:fn�e��!�'t th"e P#�3�!rt������. Planks, is not 
Rights to use N. G. NOlcrois's vatented machine Can 

b. purchased on ap
P
licatio

�J� B�o.?d:a�����
S
�ork. 

Omce for sale of rights at 208 Broadway, New York ; 
Boston, 27 State street, and Lowell, Mass. 16 1lm 

CHEAP LIGHT-A. M. MAOE, manufacturer of at. 
mospheric or Benzole Gas Machines : size from 2 

to 1000 lights. All orders promptly executed corner <If 
Main street and Harrison avenue, Springlleld, Mass. 

15 3m" 

IRON PLANERS-NEW PATTERN-Now bUh.1-
ing, and for sale on better terms than any others in 

��:c���';�YC��"��': i':.'t��· c���ress New Haven
1r'i'l" 

COTTON AND WOOLEN MANUFAC'fUR
ers' Supplies of every description ; also machinery 

of all kinds ; wrought-iron Tackle Blocks of all sizes ; 
Leather Belting superior oak tanned ; Bolts, Nuts, and 
Washers of a.ll sizes on the most reasonable terms. 
6 13" SAML. B. LEACH, 51 Broad st. 

A L. ARCHAMBAULT'S Portable Steam Hoist
• ing Engines. for loading and discharging cargoes, 
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Engine may be moved by a team on any road. Made 
only by the inventor, S.-E. Corner of 15th and Hamil-
ton streets, Philadelphia. Pa. 14 4" 

&. B. ELY, Counsellor at Law, W Washington st., 
Ga':":. �:g,�i ��e��. Kt::�
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VAIL'S CELEBRATED PORTABLE STEAM 
Smnt

E
�rci.1�::�..s::nrlfA"tBMIlrrdus' H e�':i"ri;: 

Saw Gummers, Ratchet Drills, &c. h
h
t and 

heavy forging and castings t �T c.i 8 1y' LOGAN VA s . . .. .  Y. 

�
ORTHVILLE MACHINE WORK!!-Manufacto
ry ot Machinists Tools, consisting of Engine Lathes, 

ower Planers, Hand Lathes, Engine Lathe for turning 
chair stull', all at the most improved patterns and quail ty 
of workma.nship. Worcester, Northville, Mass .. Augus 
9, l854. TAFT "" GLEASON. 60 ly* 

MACHINISTS TOOLS-SHRIVER "" BROS., Cum· 
berland, Md., (on B. and O. Railroad, midway be· 

tween Baltimore and the Ohio River,) manufacturers of 
Lathu. Iron Planers, Drllla and other machlnls:3 

6��1s 
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ititntt nnb �rt. 
Color and Dre .... 

RED DRAPERy-Rose-red cannot be put in 
contact with the rosiest complexions with
out causing them to loose some of their fresh
ness. Dark red is less objectionable for cer
tain complexions than rose-red, because, 
being higher than this latter, it tends to im
part whiteness to them in consequence of 
contrast of tone. 

GREEN DRAPERy-A delicate green is, on 
the contrary, favorable to all fair complex
ions which are deficient in rose, and which 
may have more imparted to them without 
inconvenience j but it is not so favorable to 
complexions that are Iljore red than rosy, nor 
to those that. have a tint of orange mixed 
with brown, because the red they add to this 
tint will be of a brick-red hue. In the latter 
case a dark green will be less objectionable 
than a delicate green. 

YELLOW DRAPERy-Yellow imparts violet 
to a fair skin, and in this view it is less fa
vorable than a delicate green. To those 
complexions which are more yellow than or
ange it imparts white j but this combination 
is very dull and heavy for a fair complexion. 
When the skin is tinted more with orange 
than yellow, we can make it roseate by neu
tralizing the yellow j it produces this effect 
upon the black-haired type, and it is thus 
that it suits brunettes. 

VIOLET DRAPERIES-Violet, the comple
mentary of yellow, produces contrary effects j 
thus, it imparts some greenish yellow to fair 
complexions j it augments the yellow tint of 
yellow and orange skins. The little blue 
there may be in a complexion it makes green. 
Violet, then, is one of the least favorable to 
the skin, at least when it is not sufficiently 
deep to whiten it by contrast of tone. 

BLUE DRAPERy-Blue imparts orange,
which is susceptible of allying itself favora
ble to white and the light flesh tints of fair 
c omplexions, which have already a more or 
less determined tint o� this color. Blue is, 
then, suitable to most blondes, and in this 
case justifies its reputation. It will not suit 
brunettes, since they have already too much 
of orange. Orange is too brilliant to be ele

gant j it makes fair complexions blue, whit
ens those .  which have an orange tint, and 
gives a green hue to those of a yellow tint. 

WHI'fE DRAPERy-Drapery of a lusterless 
white, such as cambric muslin, assorts well 
with a fresh complexion, of which it relieves 
the rose color j but it is unsuitable to com
plexions which have a disagreeable tint, be
cause white always exalts all colors by rais· 
ing their tone j consequently, it is unsuitable 
to those skins which, without having this dis
agree:lble tint, very nearly approach it. 
Very light whit� draperies, such as muslin, 
plaited or point lace, has an entirely differ
ent aspect. 

BLACK DRAPERy-Black draperies, lower
ing the tone of the colors with which they are 
in juxtaposition, whiten the skin ; but if the 
vermillion or rosy parts are to a certain 
point distant from the drapery, it will follow 
that, although lowered in tone, they appear 
r elatively to 'the white parts of the skin, con
tiguous to this same drapery, redder than if 
the contiguity to the black did not exist.
[Harmony of Colors, by M. E. Chrevreul. 

[The above remarks of this distinguished 
French chemist must be taken with some cau
tion, because the question of complexion is 
a very puzzling one. The lesson, however, 
which he desires to impart is a good one, 
that is, the study of colors in dress in rela
tion to complexion. Some of the strangest 
and m ost disagreeable results are produced 
by the choice of fashionable colored bonnets 
and their trimmings. Every person should 
study the effect of col or upon complexion, 
so that the coloring of nature and art may 
be in harmony, not at loggerheads, as they 
too often are. 

. . .. F .  
An Immenae 1.0 ... 

It is estimated that the loss on sour flour 
and d�magea: corn in the United States equals 
the sum of $5,000,000 annually.-Exchange· 

� titnfifit �mtrinin . 
Hlotorv of Heapln" Machin ..... -No. 14. 24, new series, page 322 j Asa P. Trask, and 

From 1836 when Moore & Hascall's patent Davis Aldrich, Ellington, · N. Y., Oct. 16 ,  
-illustrated by figure 40-was issued, until 1839,  claim, Franklin Journal, Vol. 26,  new 
1845, when McCormick's second patent was series, page 389 j Seth Lamb, New York, 
granted fifteen patents were issued for im- June 20th, 1840, claim, Franklin Journal, 
provements in reaping machines. As none Vol. 2 ,  third series, page 129 j lacob Hinds, 
of these require a particular description, we of Hindsburgh, N. Y., Sept. 5, 1840, claim, 
will give the names of the patentees, and the Franklin Journal, Vol. 2, third series, page 
date of their patents. D. Lewis, Jr., Bern, N. 335 j Alfred Churchill, of Geneva, TIL, March 
Y., April 14, 1838, claim, Franklin Journal, 16,  1841, claim, Franklin Journal, third 
new series, Vol. 23, page 179 ; Ira Wheeler, series, Vol. 3, page 340 j Damon A. Church, 
Salem, N. H., May 30, 1838, claim, Franklin of Friendship, :N. Y., May 4, 1841, claim, 
Journal, new series, Vol. 23, page 242 ; Wm. Franklin Journal, Vol. 4, third series, page 
Brittain and John Silvers, of New Hope, Pa., 35 j Richard M. Cooch, of Lambertsville, N. 
Nov. 25, 1838, claim, Franklin Journal, Vol. J., July 16, 1841, claim, Franklin Journal, 

FIGURE 41. 

Vol. 4, third series, page 192 ; Jonathan I back angle of the " fingers," E (as patented 
Reed, of Naw York, March 12, 1842, claim, and used in the machine) with a slightly ill-
Franklin Jow'naZ, V ol. 12,  third series, page 
117 ; C. Brown and F. S . .  Cran·s, of Barton, 
N. Y., April 6, 1842, claim, Franklin' Journal, 
Vol. 12, third series, page 390 ; Jesse Reeder, 
of AIton, Ill. , January 20, 1843, claim, Patent 
Office Report, same year ; Jacob Peck, of 
Oaldand, Pa., August 28, 1844, claim, Patent 
Office Report, 1846 ; George Easterly, of 
Heart Prairie, Wis. , Oct. 22,  1844, claim, 
Franklin Journal, Vol. 9 ,  third series, page 
385 j Wm. F. Ketchum, Buffalo, N. Y., Nov. 
18, 1844, claim, Franklin Journal , Vol. 10, 
third series, page 18. 

Mr. Ketchum has since become distinguish
ed as an inventor and improver of reaping 
machines, and we will have more to say 
about him after this. On the 31st of Janu
ary, 1845, a second patent was granted to 
Cyrus McCormick, then living in Virginia, 
now in Chicago, Ill. ,  which is illustrated by 
figures 41 and 42. 

FIG. 42. 

Figure 41 is a perspective view of the 
reaper. The driver has a seat between the 
uprights, 3. C is the outside bearer j D the 
inside one. The whiflletrees are attached to 
the forward ends of the bearers. Y is the 
band j I is the reel post j K is the shipper 
for putting the machine in or out of gear j L 
is the master cog .wheel and pinion j F is the 
wheel brace, bevel wheel, and crank pinion j 
G is the crank and fly-wheel ; H is the driver 
or connecting rod j Z is the connection be
tween the hand and finger beam ; M is the 
ling;)r beam ; J is the raker's seat j N is the 
brace to the frame j 2 is the wheel board for 
turning the grain into the machine j 0 is the 
connection between the driver and sickle j P 

is the fingers and sickle-being the cutting 
apparatus j Q is the platform for receiving 
and holding the wheat j R is the canvas j S 
S are the side board and brace ; V V are the 
reel bearer and brace ; T is the separator 
board j U is the dividing iron j W is the reel j 
4 is the blocks on the reel . board ; X Y the 
reel pulley. 

dented and zig-zag edged sickle ; by which 
arrangement, as seen by the figure at E F,  
the angle in the sickle edge  is rendered so  
obtuse that it will, along with the finger for 
holding the grain to the sickle, cut the 
grain, &c., in the best manner, at the sloping 
angle of least resistance .  

This patent embraces five claims, and has 
been the subject of severe litigation, and in 
the trial for its infringement in the U. S. 
Circuit Court, at Albany, N. Y., Oct. 25, 1854, 
Seymour and Morgan, defendants, a verdict of 
$7,750 was bwarded the plaintiffs. 

------�.�,�� .. -..-------
Apparatus for Preserving Telegraphic Apparatus. 

M. Becquerel has presented to the Acade
my an apparatus invented by M. Barthele
my Bianchi, intended to preserve telegraphic 
apparatus from the disturbing influence of 
atmospheric electricity. 

It consists. of a metallic sphere, traversed 
by the circuit wire, and kept in the center 
of another glass sphere, formed of two hem
ispheres united by a broad copper ring, arm
ed at its inside with eq.ui-distant points di
rected towards the center of the metallic 
sphere, and approaching within a short dis
tance of its surface. The two hemispheres 
end in sockets, into which the connecting 
wire passes aud is cemented. The lower 
·part of the copper ring is provided with a 
metallic stop-cock, which permits a vacuum 
to be made in the apparatus, and kept in it 
if it be thought necessary. This stop-cock 
has a screw-thread which is to receive a me
tallic rod designed to put the metallic arma
ture into direct connection with the earth, 
while the circuit wire, and the sphere which 
forms part of it, are completely insulated. . 

All the atmospheric electricity which comes 
upon the conducting wire of the telegraph 
is transmitted to the ground through the 
points with which the ring is armed. 

Such an apparatus is to be erected at each 
station j experiment has proved to the author 
that when the discharge of a battery of eight 
jars is passed into a telegraphic conductor 
provfded with this apparatus, the dynamic 
current is not affected, and all the statical 
electricity passes into the earth, under the 
influence of the points.-[Comptes Rendus 
l' Academie des Sciences. .. - . 

Imvortant Electrical Dlscoverv . 

tion j and, starting from this fact, he makes 
a pile or battery without metal plates, using 
only such chemical liquids as do not precip
itate one another. Should this discovery 
bear the test of further investigation, a new 
field will be opened to students in electrical 
science.-[Exchange. 

[We have seen the above in quite a num
ber of our exchanges, but for the life of VS 
we cannot make out what it means. That 
liquids have a conducting power of their 
own is well known, and not new '; but the 
rest of the paragraph is either above or be
low our comprehension. 

.. - ... 
LITERARY lIIOTICES. 

BLA.CKWOOD'S MA.GA.ZINE-The December number of this 
veteran magazine, contflios a story of the Campa.ign ip the 
Crimea, written in the tent, and is a. most thrHling llarratiye. 
It also contains some personal reeollectioDs of' old Christo
pher North, by the author of U Ten Thousand a. Year," and 
seven other articles written with the usual ability which 
cha.racterizes this magazine. Published by Leonard Scott, 
& Co., 54 Gold street, this City. The next Dumber will be 
the first of a new volume j this is a most excellent time to 
subscribe-only $3 per annum. 

COACH MAKERS ILLUSTRATED MAG.AZINE-We bave re
ceived the first number of' a Dew monthly magazine of the 
above title, edited by C. W. Saladee, author of the " Coach 
Makers Guide." It is devoted exclusively to the arts and 
scieLces of coach making, and all its various branches, to
gether- with the latest and mo�t approved fashions of coaches, 
carriages, &c., of' the day. 'l'he present number is illustrat
ed with two plates containing tour figures, embracing a bug
gy, a sliding seat Calash, and two kinds of. Rockaways.  
'1'his magazine takes the place of the " Coach Makers Guide " 
which has heretotore been published yearly, and while it 
will do more good by is:5uing it monthly, jt cannot but be 
more acceptable to all engaged in the business to which it is 
devoted. Its contents are practical and pointed. It is edited 
with ability, and will no doubt receive a firm support from 
the craft. Its price is $3 per annum. All communications 
must be addresl:ied (postpaid) to Mr. Saladee, lI.t Colurobu�, 
Ohio. 

MUSIC-We are indebted to James G. Clark. one of the 
Osian Bards, for some very fine pieces of music of his own 
composition. He is a young Americam poet and musical 
::fc
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beauty. 
}'ROST'S MARINE LoCOMO'fIVE-Henry A. Frost, of Wor

cester, Mass., author of the marine locomotive, first 
published on page 180, Vol. �, Scientific Amel'ican. has 
issued a description of bis invention in pamphlet form. 
in which he sets forth his means of crossing the Atlantic 
i� four days. 

LESLIE'S LADIES' GAzETTE-llhe January number of this 
beautiful and useful magazine is just issu�d by Frank 
Leslie, No. 6 John street, this city. Jt contains beauti
ful engravings of the latest Paris, London. and New 
York fashions. 

InventoJ:�, and Manufacturers 
The Tenth Volume of the SOIENTIFIO AM"R10AN com· 

menced on the 16th of September. It is an ILLUSTRA'r· 
ED PERIODICAL, devoted chiefly to the promnlgation 
of information relating to t4e various Mechanic and 
Chemic Arts, Industrial Manufactures, Agriculture, Pat· 
ents, Inventions, Engineering, Millwork, and all inter
ests which the light of PRACTICAL SCIENCE is calcu· 
lated to ad van.e;' 

Its general contents embrace notices of the 
LATEST AND BEST SCIENTIFIC, MECHANICAL, 
CHEMICAL, AND AGRICULTURAL DISCOVERIES, 
-with Editorial comments explaining their application j 
notices of NEW PROCESSES in aU branches of Manu· r 
factures ; PRACTICAL HINTS on Machinery : infor
mation as to STEAM, and all processes to which it is ap· 
plicable ; also Mining, Millwrighting, Dyeing, and all 
arts involving CHEMICAL SCIENCE ; EngineerinK, 
Architecture ; comprehensive SCIENTIFIO MEMOR· 
ANDA : Proceedings of Scientillc Bodies ; Accounts of 
Exhibitions,-together with news and information upon 
THOUSANDS OF OTHER SUBJECTS. 

Reports of U. S. PATENTS granted are also published 
every week, including OF.,ClAL COPIES of all the P A· 
TENT CLAIMS : these Claims are published in the Sci · 
entiftc American IN ADV J.NOIC OF ALL OTHKR PAPERS. 

The CONTR1BUTOBS to the Scientillc American are 
among the MOST EMINENT scientillc and practical 
men of the times. The Editorial Department is univer· 
sally acknowledged to be conducted with GREAT ABIL· 
ITY, and to be distinguished, not only for tho excellence 
and truthfulness of its discussions, but for the fearless· 
ness with which error is combated and false theories'are 
exploded. 

Mechanics, . Inventors. Engineers, Ohemists. Manu· 
facturers. Agriculturists, and PEOPLE IN EVERY PRO· 
FESSION IN LIFE, will lind the SorENT1FIo AMlIRlOA. 
to be of great value in their respective callings. Its 
connsels and Suggestions will save them HUNDREDS 
OF DOLLARS annually, besides affording them a oon 
tinual source of knowledge, the experience of which is 
beyond pecuniary estimate. 

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is published once a 
week ; every number contains eight large quarto pages. 
forming annually a compiete and splendid volume. 11· 
lustrat.d with SEVERAL HUND�ED ORIGINAL EN· 
GRAVINGS. 

TERMS ! TERMS ! !  TERMS ! !  

One Copy, for One Year ti 
SII ·ll4onths .1 

Five cppies, for Six Months t4 
Ten Copies for Six lIon ths, t8 
Ten Copies, for Twelve Months .16 
Fifteen Copies for Twelve Months .22 
Twenty Copies for Twelve Months $28 

The accompanying engraving, figure 42, 
represents, on an enlarged scale, an improve
ment relating to the cutting parts j it con
sists of a combination of the shoulder, C, or 

M. Foucault, the distinguished · scientific 
investigator, has long held the opinion that 
liquids have a conducing power of their own, 
and independent of all chemical decomposi-

Southern, Westorn, and Canada Money taken at par 
for Subscriptions, or Post Office Stamps taken at their · 
par value. Letters shonld De directed (post-paid) to 

MUNN .t CO. 
128 Fulton street, New York. 
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